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PrefaceAs the Baltic Sea is known for its rich common maritime history, the shared underwater heritage along its coasts offers good possibilities for cooperation. I am happy that the research on the wreck of the Swedish 
Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia, a ship which has to be seen in one line with the Vasa and the Kronan, brought together the Department of Maritime Archaeology at the University of Southern Denmark, the Institute of 
Pre- and Protohistory at the University in Kiel and the Archaeological State Office Schleswig-Holstein. Run-ning ashore on the 25th of April 1715, the wreck was forgotten for nearly 300 years. After its rediscovery 
in 2008, all the available information about the ship as well as its surroundings are now for the first time 
systematically collected, documented and presented in this report together with a first historical evaluation. The report will be most helpful to understand and protect this precious part of our underwater heritage. I 
wish to thank all who took part in the fieldwork and the production of this report, especially Jens Auer and Thijs Maarleveld!
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1Introduction
1. Introduction
1.1 Project backgroundThe Maritime Archaeology Masters Programme (MAP) is a two year international postgraduate course in Maritime Archaeology. It is part of the Insti-tute for History and Civilization and based at the Esb-jerg Campus of the University of Southern Denmark. One of the components of the Masters programme is 
a three week field-school course. This course takes place in the period between the 2nd and 3rd semes-
ter. Seen in the context of the curriculum, the field-school builds on the knowledge and skills the stu-
dents acquire in the first and second semester and requires them to apply those in a practical setting. 
The field-school is planned and prepared by the course lecturer and the participating students. Dur-ing the project responsibilities are shared, and stu-dents are actively involved in the daily planning and decision-making process. Each day, a different students acts as “site director of the day” with full 
responsibility for planning, briefing and supervision of the work on site. The data gathered during the 
fieldwork is analysed and processed in the course of the third semester, and the resulting publication or 
report is jointly prepared by all field-school partici-pants.
In 2010, the field-school course took place in the Bay of Kiel, in the German state Schleswig-Holstein, on the wreck site of the Swedish man of war Prinsessan 
Hedvig Sophia. The project was facilitated and supported by the state authority for archaeology (ALSH), and carried out by students and lecturers from MAP and the institute for archaeology at Kiel University (CAU).
1.2 Aims and objectives
As the field-school course forms an important part of the curriculum at MAP, its main aim is educational. Students learn the preparation, organisation and day 
to day running of field projects and get an insight into the analysis of gathered data and the production 
of fieldwork reports.In addition, the course is geared towards generat-
ing research results which contribute to the field of maritime archaeology. 
The secondary aim of the 2010 field-school was thus to record the wreck of the Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia 
to current archaeological standards. More specifi-cally, the objectives were:
 » To establish a permanent datum system on site which can be used for future projects, » to record the site in its entirety and produce an overview site plan, » to uncover the timber structure in the bow and stern area of the wreck and produce detailed draw-ings at a scale of 1:10, » to map all disarticulated timber elements sur-rounding the wreck, » to document and lift all artefacts encountered dur-ing the survey and excavation, and » to catalogue all previously lifted artefacts and establish a recording system and database for the project.The initial project plan also foresaw the following 
(MAP field-school course 2010, 3-4): » Documentation of objects found in the artefact trail leading towards the wreck, » mapping and assessment of gun scatters in the sur-rounding area, and » limited excavation around the site in order to iden-tify the full site extents.However, due to time constraints, the last three objectives had to be postponed to future projects.In addition to presenting the outcome of the 2010 
fieldwork season, this report attempts to summarise the results of all previous archaeological activities on the wreck site. Catalogues of all recorded timbers and artefacts known at the time of publication can be found in Appendix I and II.
1.3 Co-ordinate system and positioningAll positional data referred to in this report was acquired using differential GPS receivers. Positions are stated in Easting and Northing based on the Universal Transversal Mercator co-ordinate system (UTM), using the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS 84) ellipsoid. The site falls into zone 32 North. Positions were converted using the MSP GEOTRANS 3.0 software, made available by the National Geospa-tial-Intelligence Agency (Akers et al. 2010). All illustrations showing soundings or bathymetry data are based on digital depth data supplied by the 
German Hydrographic Office. The copyright for this 
data is held by the German Hydrographic Office.
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2. Site location
The wreck site of the Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia is located in the Bay of Kiel, a large bay in the south-western Baltic Sea off the shoreline of the German state Schleswig Holstein (Figure 1). The southern 
part of the Bay of Kiel is a long firth, the so called Kiel Fjord, which provides a natural deep-water harbour for the city of Kiel. The site lies 1140m north-northeast of the Bülker Huk headland, which marks the western side of the entrance to Kiel Fjord.The wreck is located in 5.6m of water on a sandy/ gravelly seabed. However, the whole site, including scatters of guns and ammunition, covers an area of approximately 6.4 km2 in water depths between 5m and 15m (Figure 2). The small town of Strande on the western shore of Kiel Fjord is the port closest to the wreck site and was chosen as a base for the project.
Figure 1: Location of the survey area at the entrance to Kiel 
Fjord. Auer 2010 on the basis of a map prepared by Nord-
NordWest, Wikimedia Commons.
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Figure 2: Overview site plan showing the location of the wreck site and the area containing artefact scatters relating to the 
event. Auer 2010, plan produced with Quantum GIS, based on open sea map data.
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3. Historical backgroundBy Maria Lindberg & Jens Auer
Throughout the 16th and 17th century, the political and military history of the Scandinavian naval pow-ers Denmark and Sweden was characterized by a 
series of conflicts, essentially fought over hegemony 
in the Baltic Sea. The last major conflict, the so called Great Northern War, took place at the beginning of the 18th century in the years 1700-1721.The main opponents in this war were Denmark, Sax-ony/Poland and Russia on the one side and Sweden on the other side. The war started with a combined attack on Sweden in the summer of 1700.The wrecking of the Swedish man of war Prinsessan 
Hedvig Sophia is related to events in the second stage of the Great Northern War. After initial Swedish suc-cesses, which led to peace agreements with Denmark in 1700 and Poland in 1706, the Swedish army suf-fered a devastating defeat at the Battle of Poltava in 1709.Reassured by the weakened Swedish position, Den-mark and Saxony/Poland renewed their alliance and re-entered the war in 1709 with an invasion of Scania. However, this failed, and between 1710 and 1716 the theatre of war moved towards the Swed-ish territories in Northern Germany. With major naval actions fought in the Bay of Køge in 1710 and off Femern and Rügen in 1715, the navies played an important part in the second stage of the war (Unger 1909; Anderson 1910; Svensson 1943; Jespersen et al. 2005).
3.1 The Battle of FemernThe loss of the Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia was an outcome of the so called Battle of Femern. At the beginning of April 1715, a naval squadron under the command of schoutbynacht1 Count Karl Hans Wacht-meister was dispatched to the western Baltic to cruise and intercept possible English reinforcements for Russia (Svensson 1943). The Swedish squadron consisted of four ships of the line and two frigates: » Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia (75 guns)2 » Nordstjärnan (76 guns) » Södermanland (56 guns) » Göteborg (50 guns) » Vita Örn (30 guns) » Falken (26 guns).
1 Naval rank, roughly equivalent to vice-admiral
2 Built as an 80 gun ship, but various sources mention an armament of 75 guns for the battle of Femern
Waiting for reinforcements from Gothenburg, Wachtmeister’s ships were lying off Femern when he was sighted and subsequently attacked by a Danish detachment under the command of schoutbynacht Gabel on the 24th of April.The Danish squadron consisted of the following ships: » Prinds Christian (76 guns) » Prinds Carl (54 guns) » Prinds Wilhelm (54 guns) » Nelleblad (52 guns) » Delmenhorst (50 guns) » Fyen (50 guns) » Island (50 guns) » Laaland (50 guns) » Høyenhald (30 guns) » Raa (34 guns) » Løvendals Galley (18 guns).
With the Danish fleet closing in, Wachtmeister accepted battle, despite being faced by a superior enemy. The action continued until nightfall at 9pm, 
when the Danish fleet anchored between Langeland and Femern, convinced that the enemy had sustained too much damage to escape (Tuxen et al. 1922).
The Swedish fleet came to anchor in the Bay of Kiel around 1am the next day. After realising that his ships 
were too damaged to continue fighting or to escape, Wachtmeister headed for the coast of Holstein and 
ran his fleet aground near Bülk, at the entrance to Kiel Fjord. As the seabed consists of soft sand, the ships did not break apart upon impact and Wacht-meister had to take further measures to destroy them (Tuxen et al. 1922 - cited from a letter written by Wachtmeister to the Swedish Admiralty).Only the recently built fast frigate Vita Örn was still fairly intact and was ordered to escape towards the Great Belt. However, she was intercepted by two Dan-ish frigates, Løvendals Galley and Raae, which Gabel had sent out to keep an eye on the movements of the enemy (Barfod 1997; Anderson 1910). The two Dan-ish frigates forced Vita Örn to turn and followed her, only to discover the stranded Swedish detachment off Bülk.
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 According to Wachtmeister’s report, the master of 
Vita Örn was forced to turn by rebellious soldiers on board his ship, instead of the actions of the Danish frigates (Tuxen et al. 1922).Seeing the enemy trying to destroy their ships to pre-vent them falling into Danish hands, the Danes inter-vened. According to most secondary sources, it was Peter Wessel, who would later become famous as Tordenskjold, who informed Wachtmeister that no quarter would be given if the destruction continued (Barfod 1997; Anderson 1910). Tuxen3 mentions that both, Günthelberg, the master of the larger Dan-ish frigate Højenhald and Wessel sent boats over to 
the Swedish flagship (Tuxen et al. 1922). As a result, Wachtmeister surrendered and was later transferred 
to Gabel’s flagship Prinds Christian. 
3 Tuxen can generally considered to be more accurate than other sources as he worked with primary sources from both Danish and Swedish archives and cites them as well.
He arrived on board without his sword, which he had thrown away, as “en fangen mand måtte ej en kårde bære” (RA 141-1 1715), and, as a sign of respect, was provided with a new sword by Gabel.Altogether, the Danes suffered 65 killed and 224 wounded in the battle (Tuxen et al. 1922). Swedish casualties are listed as 353 dead and wounded and 1626 taken prisoner (Tuxen et al. 1922). 
Attempts to refloat the stranded Swedish warships started immediately after the battle and can be reconstructed using archival sources, among which 
is the logbook of the Danish flagship Prinds Christian (RA 141-1 1715). With the support of soldiers and 
carpenters, all ships but the flagship could be sal-vaged and were incorporated into the Danish navy.
Figure 3: Visual description of the Battle of Femern and the resulting capture of the Swedish detachment. Probably contem-
porary. Although the stranded vessels are depicted in the wrong place, the illustrations are fairly realistic regarding vessel 
size and appearance. Frederik V Atlas, Volume 32, Royal Library Copenhagen.
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 The first ship to be refloated was Vita Örn on the 29th of April. Södermanland followed on the 1st of May. On the 5th of May, Nordstjärnan came free, fol-lowed by the small frigate Falken on the 7th. The last 
ship to be refloated was Göteborg on the 10th of May. Attempts to salvage the most prestigious vessel, the 
Swedish flagship Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia, contin-ued until the 3rd of May, when, after a last attempt to pump the ship clear, it was realised that the hull was broken and salvage would be impossible. (RA 141-1 1715). According to Anderson, the Hedvig Sophia was burnt when it became clear that she could not be raised (Anderson 1910). Tuxen states that the king decided to sell the hull and split the proceedings between participants in the battle (Tuxen et al. 1922). Consid-ering the value of timber and ship timbers in particu-lar, this would seem like a more likely explanation. 
In addition, no archaeological evidence for a fire on board has been found as yet.Altogether, the Battle of Femern can be considered a major Danish success. The capture of three ships of the line and two frigates, which could all be recom-missioned into the Danish navy, certainly changed the balance of naval strength to the advantage of 
Denmark. Satisfied with the success, the king pro-moted Gabel to the rank of vice-admiral. Most other 
naval officers who participated in the battle were also promoted (Barfod 1997). In addition, the mas-ters of ships of the line were awarded a gold medal which had been struck to commemorate the victory (RA 141-1 1715).
3.2 The ship
Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia was built in 1692 by John Francis Sheldon the younger on the naval shipyard in Karlskrona. Initially called Drottning Ulrika Eleonora, she was renamed Wenden in 1694, and later
 that year to her final name Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia, the name she would bear until her wreckage in 1715. Built as an 80 gun ship of the line, Prinsessan Hedvig 
Sophia had a length between the posts of 160 Swed-ish feet4 (47.25m)(Svensson 1943). Her beam, meas-ured inside of the planking, was 41 feet (12.17m) and the draught is stated as 20 Swedish feet and 6 inches (6.09m) (Börjeson et al. 1936). Jan Glete states the tonnage as 1650t (Glete).Although built as an 80 gun ship, the armament of 
Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia varied between 70 and 80 guns which were distributed as follows (Teemu 2004; Halldin 1963): » 26 24-pounders » 24 18-pounders » 22 12-pounders » 4 6-pounders » 4 3-poundersThis armament, if correct, would indicate a three-deck layout. However, similar sized contemporary vessels seem to have been designed as two-deckers. An example for such a is the 80 gun ship Victoria, with a length of 158 Swedish foot, which was built by Francis Sheldon the younger in 1690 (Figure 4). The complement of Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia con-sisted of 400 sailors and 100 soldiers (Svensson 1943).As there are no plans, models or other detailed infor-
mation available, it is difficult to reconstruct the 
appearance of the Swedish flagship. The ship was considered a successful design and praised for its performance (Svensson 1943). A 
model of Francis Sheldon’s first 80 gun ship Victo-
ria can serve to give an indication of the design of 
Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia (Figure 4).
4 Börjeson states a length of 166ft (49m) (Börjeson et al.1936).
Figure 4: Model of the 80 gun ship Victoria, built by Francis Sheldon in 1690. Svensson 1943.
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3.3 The shipbuilderJohn Francis Sheldon the younger was a member of the Sheldon dynasty, which dominated naval ship construction in Sweden in the latter part of the 17th century and 18th century.
The first member of the Sheldon family to work in Sweden was Francis Sheldon, who was sent for by the king, Karl X Gustaf (1622-1660), in 1659. The king 
had been impressed and thus influenced by English warships during one of the many wars against Den-mark. Francis Sheldon (1612-1692) was employed as mas-ter shipwright at the shipyard in Göteborg between 1659 and 1666. After holding the position in Göte-borg for seven years he was transferred to the ship-yard in Stockholm where he remained until 1672. In Stockholm he came to construct the largest ship of his career, Kronan. However, Sheldon was not con-tent with his position and returned to England for 
five years.  In 1677, he returned, but because his for-mer position had been taken over by Robert Turner, another English shipwright, he was sent to Riga, where he remained for four years. Some sources indicate that his two sons were probably employed in Riga at the same time (Svensson 1943). In 1686 Francis Sheldon was recruited by the Danish king and moved to Copenhagen, where he stayed for four years before returning once more to England. He died two years after his return. Francis Sheldon was the last foreign shipbuilder ever employed in the Swedish navy, mainly because his own family remained in the Swedish navy for the coming six generations. When master shipwright Robert Turner died, one of Sheldon’s sons, Francis John Sheldon (the younger)(1660-1692) took his place as the master shipwright in Karlskrona in 1686. Francis John had worked under Turner for three years and was recommended as a suitable succes-
sor.  He launched his first ship, Victoria of 80 guns, in 1690. Sheldon built another two vessels in 1692: the 80 gun ship Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia and Pommern of 54 guns. He died the same year, only 32 years old, and was succeeded as master shipwright in Karlskrona by his brother Charles Sheldon (Holmberg 1959).
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4. Site historyBy Jasmin Loose
In 1970, local diver Rolf Lorenz discovered two 18th century cast iron guns on the seabed near Bülk. He decided to attempt salvage work and constructed a 
lifting device consisting of air filled oil drums. Using his device, Lorenz could lift both guns and tow them into the nearest port, where they were handed over to the State Museum for Archaeology (ALM)(Figures 5,6).In the course of the following years, further cast iron guns were found in the area: In 1982/83, the local explosive ordnance disposal unit (Kampfmittelräum-dienst) located another gun, identical in dimensions with those previously found, during a survey for the construction of a sewage outfall pipe near Bülk. Although the gun was lifted, the exact position and its present whereabouts are not known.Rolf Lorenz had now become interested in the site. The presence of cast iron guns on the seabed seemed to indicate a shipwreck, and he conducted extensive searches in the area in order to locate it. In 1984 Lorenz conducted a maintenance survey of the outfall pipe of the Bülk sewage works using an underwater scooter. 100m to seaward from the out-fall, he came across a large accumulation of stones and bricks. However, due to the presence of bricks, Lorenz assumed a connection with the construction of the sewage works, rather than a ballast mound.Three years later, unknown divers lifted another cast 
iron gun in the area. Again, its find location and pre-sent whereabouts are unknown; the gun was possi-bly sold in Berlin.
During the following 14 years, no further salvage activity took place. Only in 2002, the Kiel University research diver Erich Halbwidl came across another gun on a training dive near Bülk. As a result of a co-operation between ALSH and the Working Group for Maritime and Limnic Archaeology at the University of Kiel (AMLA), this gun was lifted and subsequently conserved. At the same time a range of shot was recovered from the seabed (Belasus et al. 2005). 
Historical research at this point showed that the finds 
might be associated with the loss of a Swedish fleet 
detachment including the flagship Prinsessan Hedvig 
Sophia, during the Great Northern War (Belasus et al. 2005).In the same year a large assemblage of ammunition, covering an area of seabed of approximately 600m by 1000m was found to the northeast of the stone mound, in the close vicinity of the wreck of a British Second World War bomber, a Handley Page Halifax. 
After purchasing a new fishfinder sonar in the win-
ter of 2006, Rolf Lorenz intensified the search for the shipwreck off Bülk. However, the wreck position had been known by local diver Heinz Bojahr since the 1980’s. Bojahr was aware of the presence of the wreck, but had not understood the importance of the site. After a conver-sation with Lorenz about the search, Bojahr decided to publicise his discovery, before Lorenz would come across the site himself.When Bojahr made the wreck position available in 
Figure 5: Lifting of one of the cast iron guns, recovered by 
Rolf Lorenz in 1970. Collection Lorenz 1970.
Figure 6: Inspecting the cast iron gun after the removal of 
the concretion. Collection Lorenz 1970.
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March 2008, Dr Martin Segschneider, responsible for maritime archaeology at the ALSH, designated 
the site as protected wreck and defined an extensive exclusion zone around it. 
A first archaeological survey of the wreck was con-ducted in May 2008 under the direction of the ALSH. Divers from the AMLA and members of the ALSH took dendrochronological samples of the ship timbers which pointed to a date of 1683 and thus seemed to support the initial assumption that the wreck might represent the remains of the Prinsessan 
Hedvig Sophia.Further work on site took place in September 2008. 
During a five day excavation and survey, AMLA divers and members of the ALSH installed a datum sys-tem on site and uncovered the bow area, which was sketched and photographed. At the same time, Rolf Lorenz and his son conducted an extensive metal detector search of the surrounding area. Among other items, they located the remains of an early 18th century sword. To the east of the wreck a scat-ter consisting of musket and gun ammunition could be found (Huber et al. 2008).However, due to time restrictions, many questions were left unanswered. A second, more extensive two week excavation was therefore planned for Febru-ary 2009. During this campaign, conducted with the jack-up platform Süderaue as a base, the stern area was uncovered . As part of a PhD project at the Insti-tute for Information Technology at Kiel University, the bow was photographed extensively (Figure 7) in order to create a 3D model based on photogramme-try (Sedlazeck et al. 2009). However, visibility condi-tions on site prevented the capture of useful data. 
The excavation was filmed as part of a documentary on the loss of the Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia for the 
German TV series Terra X, Tauchfahrt in die Vergan-
genheit. The resulting film “Kampf um die Ostsee - das Wrack der Hedvig Sophia” also incorporated the results of a one week archive study by Jens Auer and Jan Fischer in the Danish National Archives with the aim to locate historical documents that could shed further light on the events around the loss of the Swedish warship.The documentary was shown on German television 
in spring 2010. The field-school that is the subject of this present report represents a further stage in the archaeological investigation of the wreck of the 
Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia.





The 2010 field-school on the wreck site of Prinsessan 
Hedvig Sophia was scheduled to run for a period of three weeks, starting on July 25th, with the possibil-ity of continuing for up to an extra week if too many working days were to be lost due to adverse weather.The diving began on the morning of the 26th and, due to bad weather and logistical issues, ended on the morning of August 12th. The team made its way back to Esbjerg on August 13th, after cleaning and packing. Although much of the post-processing was carried out throughout the duration of the project, most of it had to be com-
pleted over a period of a few weeks after the field-work ended.
PersonnelThe core of the survey team was comprised of 10 Masters students and two supervisory staff from MAP at the University of Southern Denmark in Esb-jerg, two Masters students in archaeology and one supervisory staff from CAU, and one supervisory staff from the Viking Ship Museum in Roskilde. All mem-
bers were either qualified commercial SCUBA divers, or trainees in the commercial SCUBA course offered by the University of Southern Denmark in Esbjerg.Aiding the survey team with logistics were two staff members from ALSH. Furthermore, the pro-ject employed two ships, Nordwind with three crew members and Bussard with a single skipper.
Figure 8: The two diving vessels Bussard (left) and Nordwind 
(right) moored on site. MAP 2010.
While the core survey team worked over three weeks, some guests had the opportunity to join and 
participate in the fieldwork for short periods of time. The guests came from a number of different institu-tions and organizations, ranging from visiting schol-ars and local divers, to television crews. 
Living arrangementsThe project members stayed in Missunde, a small vil-lage near Schleswig, in a property belonging to the local rowing club, Slesvig Roklub. This location was roughly 45 minutes away from the marina in Strande on Kiel Fjord, where the project boats were moored. The clubhouse was divided into two parts, creating 
workstations and a site office in one half, and living quarters for some team members in the other. Nev-ertheless, most participants opted to stay in tents on the property whilst still being able to enjoy the hot showers, lavatories and the kitchen inside the club-house. The clubhouse was also the scene of most of the post-processing work that needed to be done, along with any and all cleaning of equipment that needed to take place. A container provided by the ALSH was on site 
to store any equipment not utilised in the field and to keep the processed material safe and organised. Regarding meals, all the team members contrib-uted equally to a kitty, and grocery shopping was done every couple of days. A rota was set, so that a different pair would be responsible for the evening meal, as well as the next day’s lunch, making sure to respect any dietary restrictions.




ScheduleAs part of the learning experience of the project, each student in the core survey team got the opportunity to act as the site director for a day. That person was in charge of creating a detailed daily plan of activities to be conducted by all the project participants. On top of managing the workload for the day, the super-visor was in charge of managing the divers, creating 
teams and preparing briefing and debriefings for them. That person was also in charge of keeping a supervisor log and writing a blog entry to be posted on the MAP website. In general, the day started between 6.30 and 7.00, enough time for the team to prepare for the day and make their way to Strande marina and then the 
worksite. The team aimed at having the first diver in the water by 10.00. Work was conducted through-out the day with no real break until about 17.00. At that point, the team would make its way back to the marina, and from there to Missunde to have din-ner and continue with post-processing and other required tasks.
EquipmentA number of vehicles were employed in the project. The University of Southern Denmark brought two transporter vans belonging to MAP, and ALSH pro-vided a further two vans. ALSH also provided an 
inflatable, and contracted two vessels for the dura-tion of the project that would serve as the two diving platforms. 
The first vessel, Bussard, was a former police patrol boat operated by a volunteer, while the Nordwind 
was an old fishing vessel, that had been converted for sea angling and offered toilet facilities, galley and a mess. Nordwind was operated by three crew mem-bers (Figure 8). The MAP workboat Mapper, a 5.5m long Pioner Multi, served mainly as personnel transport between the marina and the site, and between the two platforms. It was also used as a platform for the water pump used during the excavation.Diving was conducted using Interspiro Divator MKII equipment with full-face masks, surface communica-tion system and Scubapro Master Jackets (Figure 9). The vast majority of divers used dry suits. The divers were tethered to their respective boats. Where cir-cumstances required, divers were employed unteth-ered, but equipped with orange surface marker buoys.To conduct the work, the team used a number of tools such as pumps and dredges, marking poles, underwater cameras and other small tools that one would expect on such a project such as storage bags, labels, tracing paper rolls and reels (see section 5.2). All SCUBA gear and other tools were kept on the boat 
unless they needed to be fixed, cleaned, or were no longer needed. The compressor, which was placed onboard the Nordwind, was a Bauer Mariner 250. 


















12/08/2010 4 222 Weather half-day
Table 1: Breakdown of total project dive time. Ranchin-Dundas 2010.
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DivingAs most of the participants were still trainees in the commercial diving course, the operations were 
conducted under the supervision of qualified diving instructors and followed Danish commercial diving legislation. With one member acting as the daily supervisor, in charge of safety checks, logs, and daily operations, the other team members were left to rotate into the remaining positions. One safety diver was suited and ready at all times on the Nordwind. That same diver was usually in the water in the next rotation to avoid heat exhaus-tion or boredom. One person was set aside to oper-ate the compressor on the Nordwind. The remaining divers were split into teams between both boats and rotated between diving and tending. Due to adverse weather and logistical issues, the pro-ject only saw 12 full days of diving and two half days. In that time period over 200 dives with over 12,000 minutes of dive time were conducted (Table 1). 
5.2 MethodologyBy Frederik HyttelThe recording effort on the Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia site during the 2010 campaign was focused on the production of a single detailed site plan, document-ing and connecting the structural timbers exposed at the bow and stern. No attempt was made to remove any part of the ballast stone mound covering most 
of the wreck, and due to time restrictions no further investigation of the possible debris trail leading to the site was conducted.Where recognisable artefacts were encountered dur-ing work on the site, they were carefully recorded and usually recovered, but no artefact search was actively conducted in or around the wreck.Unlike the documentation of artefacts, which put demands on organisation rather than recording methodology as such, recording the structural tim-bers to a satisfactory standard required a combina-tion of methodological approaches. In order to produce a coherent and accurate site overview, as well as to document the details of every single timber element in one single plan within the project’s tight schedule, the recording was carried out in three increasingly detailed, interconnected 
phases: firstly, a surrounding reference network 
provided large scale fixed positions across the site. Secondly, the offset of the timber structures could be 
measured relative to these fixed positions to create 
outlines of each element. Lastly, the final details and sketches gave these outlines their full content.





















Figure 10: Datum point network around the site after trilateration and processing in Site Recorder, showing the quality of 
the measurements used. Hyttel 2010.
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used as reference for the separate baselines fore and aft, and for the polygon delimiting the stone mound. The network encompasses the visible structural tim-bers and the ballast stones. Each point was intended to be positioned 5m from the closest of these, and 10m from each of the two neighbouring datum points. As a result of practical limitations and the implicit assumptions about site circumference, this ideal proved impossible to real-
ise, although most datum points fall reasonably close. The points are physically represented by hollow alu-minium poles, 2m in length with a diameter of 5cm. The bottom material varies from clay over sand to 
gravel, so a pressure lance was fitted inside the poles to help drive them approximately 70cm into the sea-bed.All data refers to the datum points simply by the numerals 1 to 10, with no. 3 off the bow and counter clockwise to no. 8 off the stern. The poles themselves are colour coded: combinations of narrow bands of yellow tape (counting for 1) and broader bands of black tape (counting for 5) near the very top of the poles indicate the position in the network. Thus, datum point no. 4 is marked with four yellow bands, and no. 7 with a black and two yellow bands. Fur-thermore, all the poles are marked with a single yel-low band 130cm from the top to indicate the burial depth of 70cm. The distance between each of the datum points was measured from a small hole near the top of the poles. Through this, a 30 or 50m tape measure was attached with cable ties. Because of the limited vis-ibility on the site, one diver would then measure out the given distance and relay the result directly to the surface, while the other would have to make sure the tape measure was kept taut and clear of obstacles. Lastly, depth measurements were taken to this same point on the poles with a digital depth gauge. Despite repeated measurements, technical inaccuracy and changing tides renders this data somewhat approxi-mate.The aluminium poles were left in position on the site (see Figure 10 and Plan 1 in Appendix IV for an illus-tration of datum point distribution).A total of four offset baselines were established: BL01 along the keelson in the bow, BL02 and BL03 perpendicular to BL01, and BL04 along the keelson in the stern. All baselines consisted of a length of white nylon string attached to a 50cm stainless steel spike or sinker either end, allowing the string to be suspended some 10 to 20cm above the timbers. In the case of BL02 and BL03, the spikes were inserted directly into the seabed. For BL01, one was driven into the keelson where it meets the ballast stones and the other into the seabed. For BL04, one spike was wedged in between the stones nearest the keelson, and the other end of the string attached to a concrete sinker. Tape measures were suspended alongside BL01 and BL04, the former with a scale increasing towards midships and the latter increasing away from mid-ships. In the end, these were the only two baselines used during post-processing. The eight points on the 
Figure 11: Diver operating the water dredge in the bow 
area. Ranchin-Dundas 2010.
Figure 12: Recording in the stern area using the offset base-
lines. Ranchin-Dundas 2010.
Figure 13: Interface of dedicated MS Access recording data-
base artefact form. MAP 2010.
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four baselines were measured against the surround-ing points in the reference network using the above method of tape measures and cable ties, only here employing two or three tapes simultaneously. 
In order to obtain a simplified outline of the stone mound for digital integration, eight steel spikes were positioned along its perimeter. Sharing a tape meas-ure, two divers were then able to measure these points against the closest points of the reference net-work in a ‘leap frog’ fashion – one following the stone mound perimeter and the other the reference net-work, directed by and reporting to the surface (the result can be seen in Plan 1, Appendix IV).
ExcavationBefore the recording process could begin, sediment had to be removed from both the bow and the stern 
area. This was done using flexible water dredges, powered by a water pump positioned directly over the site in the MAP workboat (Figure 11). The dredges were left set up for the majority of the project and secured on site using metal stakes and weights.Although technically a re-excavation of previously uncovered areas, sediment was removed carefully and dredged sediment was collected in mesh bags for closer inspection on the surface. The position of 
all finds was recorded in relation to the existing ref-erence network during excavation.
RecordingWhen the structure and part of the surrounding dis-articulated timbers had been uncovered by dredging in both the bow and stern, the recording commenced in a number of consecutive stages.Since both the bow and the stern area had been 
excavated and backfilled during the previous cam-paign, only a few artefacts were discovered during 
this year’s dredging. The few finds were recorded in detail either straight away on board or back in base. Because of the change in structure from the previous campaign, it was decided to re-record all previous 
finds to the same standards as the new finds.
Firstly, an artefact recording form was filled out for the artefact. When an ID number had been assigned 
(consecutively from 500 for new finds and from 1000 for those of the previous campaign) an entry was cre-ated in the artefact database. Lastly, the artefact was photographed and the recording form scanned.All visible timber elements in both the structures and the surrounding debris were given unique numbers between 1 and 100, and tagged with corresponding yellow labels (cow ear tags) attached with copper nails.
Each element was then individually described and sketched in detail, initially on millimetric drafting 
film. The data was later transferred to pre-designed timber recording forms. As with the artefacts, these forms were then scanned and the timber database updated.When all elements had been tagged and recorded, 1:10 scale drawings of both the bow and the stern areas were completed. Using the baselines in each area, the outline of each element could be offset using folding rules and drawn directly on millimetric 
A3 drafting film. In the bow, a combination of offset drawing and trilateration was used (Figure 12).While the mound of ballast stones was of little inter-est as such, it was thought appropriate to accompany the outline with a cross-section. The section was taken roughly perpendicular to the keel line amidships. A digital depth gauge with 10cm resolution was employed to take depth readings every 50cm across the mound.Apart from artefact recording, photography was used to document the work undertaken and the methods employed, both above and below the surface. Under-water photographs were taken with a Canon Power-shot A620 camera in an Ikelite housing. For clarity, recording photos were saved with the ‘PR’ 
prefix followed by four digits, and working shots with 
the ‘PW’ prefix. Metadata including title and descrip-
tion was added to each files using Adobe Lightroom 
at the earliest convenience. All files are stored in .jpg format.Several hours of video footage were also recorded during the campaign, again both above and below the surface. Digital underwater video was recorded using a Sony miniDV camera in an Ikelite housing.
Post-processing To maintain an overview of the progress on the site, much of the data was processed in parallel with the recording effort. The artefacts and individual tim-bers demanded little attention after database entry, 
whereas the refinement and adjustment of the trilat-eration data, as well as the integration of the many 
separate scale drawings into final plans, remained priorities throughout the campaign. The distance and depth data gathered from the ref-erence network, the baselines and the stone mound outline were processed using Site Recorder 4SE soft-ware. Good iteration results were obtained with an error margin of 10cm on all axes (Figure 10). For the cross-section of the ballast stone mound, the data was visualised using the CAD software Rhinocer-os3D.
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As the recording of each area of the wreck progressed, the scale drawings produced were integrated on two 
larger sheets of clear drafting film, one for the bow and one for the stern, retaining the 1:10 scale. When completed, these plans were traced in ink on sepa-rate sheets and scanned. Using Adobe Illustrator CS5 software, the scans were digitised into vector graph-ics and served as a basis for the plans in this report.Positions of datum points, baselines and stone mound outline were exported from Site Recorder to form the basis of the 1:150 overview plan, to which 
the scaled down digitised drawings could be fitted (Plan 1, Appendix IV). The cross-section was output directly in the appropriate scale from Rhinoceros and inserted.All data relating to artefact and timber recording, both from the present and the previous campaign, was entered into a tailored Microsoft Access data-base, which was backed-up on external storage daily. Connectivity between database, photo archive and recording form archive helped to verify data validity where doubt arose (Figure 13).
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6. Results of in situ recording
The wreck of the Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia lies in east-west orientation with the bow facing west. The coherent site has a total visible length of 35m, but scatters of loose timbers and artefacts were observed at both ends of the wreck (Plan 1, Appendix IV). The majority of the site is covered by a mound of ballast stones. The mound measures approximately 23m x 12m and has a height of 1.33m. Wooden remains of the wreck are currently only vis-ible at bow and stern, where in situ timbers protrude from the ballast mound. All timbers are worn down to seabed level and exposed edges have been affected by marine boring organisms. 
6.1 Construction of the bowBy Stephane LepageThe exposed part of the bow measures approxi-mately 5.25m in length. The width varies between 0.57m in the forward most section and 4.8m near the ballast stones, where more timbers are exposed on the port side (Figure 14 and Plan 2, Appendix IV).Constructional elements preserved in situ include a central longitudinal keel and rising wood or dead-
wood assembly, half timbers and possible floor tim-bers and futtocks, as well as outer planking. All vis-
ible timbers were labelled using unique identifiers with numbers ranging from 1 to 50. 










Figure 14: Illustration of the bow highlighting the longitudinal timber assemblage. Digital illustration based on the fieldwork 
recording results. Auer 2010.
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Limited excavation and the relatively poor state of 
timber surface preservation also make it difficult to establish the function of the timbers above the keel. They could be part of the rising wood or deadwood, which was used to elevate the shape of the hull at 
bow and stern (Figure 16) (Endsor 2009; Steffy 1994). The run of outer planking indicates that the stempost of the Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia is missing and the bow is only preserved to the joint between keel and stempost. In this case, the timbers could also be remains of the stemson on the inside of the stempost or an apron.A heavily eroded piece of wood with two concreted iron bolts on top of timber 11 could represent the remainder of the keelson (Figure 14). However, further excavation underneath the bal-last mound is necessary to clarify this point.
Framing elementsA total of four opposing pairs of half timbers is pre-served in the bow and notches in the central rising wood assembly indicate the presence of at least one further pair towards the stempost (Figure 18).The half timbers are made from oak and have sided dimensions of 0.44m to 0.51m and are spaced 27cm apart. Moulded dimensions vary greatly due to the extreme change of shape in bow. They are extremely eroded and only a fraction of their original size.Most of the half timbers are made up from more than one component (e.g. 28 and 29), often with smaller, chock-like pieces adjoining a larger piece, probably in order to accommodate the extreme hull form in the bow and to avoid the waste of timber (Figures 15, 18).The remains of the half timbers in the bow all have limber holes cut into their heel (Figure 17) in order 











Figure 15: Reconstructed section through the bow between 
half timbers 40/ 46 and 28/ 29 showing the arrangement of 
timbers above the keel. Based on information in drawings 
and timber recording sheets. Not to scale. Auer 2010.
Figure 16: An artistic interpretation of the Restoration warship Lenox under construction in 1677. Rising wood and half tim-
bers are visible at bow and stern. Endsor 2009.
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half timbers adjoining the rising wood assembly, remains of metal bolts were observed in the moulded face above the heel (Figure 17). This could either be an indication for further framing elements fastened to them, or a way to hold individual half timbers together and provide extra longitudinal strength. This method is known to have been used in the con-struction of British warships in the early 19th cen-tury (Goodwin 1987).On the port side, a number of additional framing ele-ments protrude from the ballast mound (timber 45, 42, 3 and 33, Figure 18). They have sided dimensions of approximately 32cm and measure up to 20cm moulded. They do not seem to be half timbers and 
could either represent floor timbers or first futtocks, but further investigation underneath the ballast 
mound would be necessary to confirm this prelimi-nary assessment.
Outer plankingOuter planking is preserved on both sides of the hull. The inboard faces of a total of 13 carvel strakes are visible, four on the starboard side and nine on the port side. All planks seem to be sawn from oak.As the planking continues underneath the ballast mound, plank length cannot be measured accu-rately. The longest visible planks are plank 6 and 8 which measure 5.20m and 4.80m, respectively, until they disappear under the ballast mound. Planks are between 35cm and 40cm wide and up to 12cm thick.

























Figure 18: Illustration of the bow highlighting the half timbers and fastenings. Digital illustration based on the fieldwork 
recording results. Auer 2010.
Figure 17: View of the moulded face of half timber 17 on 
the starboard side. Limber hole and the remains of an iron 
bolt are clearly visible. Ranchin-Dundas 2010.
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6.2 Construction of the sternby Sylvia BatesThe stern of the wreck is exposed over a length of 6.8m. The surviving timbers are comprised of a ris-ing wood or deadwood assembly, half timbers and planking (Plan 3, Appendix IV and Figure 19). The keel does not seem to be exposed. The remains are, for the most part, heavily affected by erosion and marine borers and in relatively poor condition.
Central longitudinal componentsThere are at least two layers of deadwood or rising wood visible in the stern, comprising of timbers 56, 62 and 73. Timber 56 is the largest of these, measur-ing 6.6m. The moulded face is 50cm, with the sided face approximately 50cm as well. It is joined to tim-ber 62 with a scarf, which is largely obscured by con-cretions and half timbers. The visible vertical cut is 6cm deep and 30cm of the scarf is visible, tapering gently down behind the half timbers. Timber 62 has a step directly above the scarf, making it 8cm larger than timber 56 (Figure 20). On top of timber 62 are the remains of timber 73. Of these three timbers, 62 is the best preserved, as only a small part of it is exposed. Timbers 56 and 73 are eroded and worm ridden, with timber 73 being the worst affected. It is reduced to a remnant, with an original moulded dimension likely exceeding the maximum surviving height of 14cm. Timber 56 is very well preserved up until 2-3m from the ballast pile, where it becomes badly eroded. It is clear from the good condition of timber 56 close to the ballast pile that another layer 
of deadwood lay on top. This is supported by tim-ber 72, a half timber, which is preserved to a height of approximately 8cm above the deadwood. The 
notches flanking the scarf have been cut in to all three pieces of deadwood. 
Framing elementsThe rising wood has half timbers notched into it. The heels of six half frames remain, with notches for 











Figure 19: Illustration of the stern highlighting the central longitudinal components. Digital illustration based on the field-
work recording results. Auer 2010.
Figure 20: View of the scarf joint between timbers 62 and 56 
at the stern. Ranchin-Dundas 2010.
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more, from 24 to 36cm. There is no evidence for floor timbers or futtocks. The half timbers are eroded down to a fraction of their original length. It is clear that the timbers under the ballast stones are far better preserved. A greater extent of timber 96 survives than, for example, timber 53, which is 
only identifiable as the remains of a half timber due to its location. 
All half timbers appear to have limber holes cut in to the heels (Figure 20).













Figure 22: Illustration of the stern highlighting the framing components and fastenings. Digital illustration based on the 



















Figure 21: Perspective view of the stern showing the main construction elements. Based on fieldwork recording results. Not 
to scale. Bates 2010.
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The two planks on the port side (55 and 71) extend 2.5m out from the ballast pile. The ends are broken off and the exposed edges are eroded. Both planks are 6cm thick. The width is harder to determine as they are worn down. The starboard side has four discernible planks (65,60,61 and 51). The lower most plank (65) is mostly covered by sediment and only exposed in parts. The next plank (60) is visible for a length of 3.6m. It is 33cm wide and 9cm thick, with the ends and part of the top edge worn down. Adjacent to plank 60 is 61, of which only 1.6m are protruding from the ballast mound. This strake is 10cm wide. The last plank, 51, is exposed for a length of 1.35m. All planks are eroded on the protruding ends and exposed edges. There are no joints visible. 
FasteningsThe fastenings vary in size, from 3.2cm diameter (majority of the trenails) to 4cm diameter (Figure 22). Both treenails and iron fastenings are present.On the deadwood or rising wood the treenails are concentrated over the scarf, however there is no dis-cernible pattern. Iron bolts seem to fasten individual deadwood elements to each other and to the keel.Six of the half timbers have a single treenail in the centre which probably fastened the outer planking. 
This is verified by the presence of trenail holes in the  remaining outer planks. In addition, iron nails or bolts were used to fasten the planks.
6.3 Disarticulated timbersA large amount of disarticulate timbers are scattered around the coherent parts of bow as well as stern (Plan 2 and 3, Appendix IV). Although these tim-bers were recorded in situ where visible (see list of recorded timbers in Appendix I), they were not sys-tematically excavated and analysed.Larger timbers, such as 23 in the bow might well rep-resent parts of the rising structure at bow and stern which collapsed over time or during the salvage attempts.Further excavation would be necessary for an identi-
fication of the disarticulated timbers.
6.4 The surrounding areaBy Felix RoeschIn the area around the wreck site of the Prinsessan 
Hedvig Sophia scatters of guns and ammunition have been observed on the seabed (Figure 24, 26). These seem to be contemporary with the wreck and are most likely related to the events around the loss of the Swedish warships. As the surrounding area was 
not surveyed as part of the field-school, this section is based on secondary information, either earlier reports, or information collected by Rolf Lorenz and his son (see Section 4).
As of October 2010, finds related to the events in 1715 have been discovered in an area measuring about 3.3km in east-westerly direction and about 2km from north to south. The depth varies from 4m in the west to a maximum of 14m in the east (Figure 24, 26). The whole area is characterised by a sandy seabed with a partial cover of seaweed. In deeper water in the eastern part of the area, the seabed consists of 
alluvium, which makes it difficult to spot artefacts as these are likely to have sunk into the soft sediment.
AmmunitionKnown scatters of ammunition on the seabed are concentrated in two places: Around the wreck of the 
Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia and at the western perim-eter of the search area, about 1km from the wreck site (Figure 24).The ammunition scatter in the west has been observed by different divers, who have provided positions lying a maximum of 90m apart. The exact size of the scatter is not known, but divers 
report a field of iron shot in a depth of approximately 5.5m. One bar shot was lifted from this area. Divers 
attempting to relocate the site had problems finding it, which could indicate a degree of sediment trans-
port leading to reburial of surface finds in the area.The second concentration of ammunition is con-nected with the wreck site of the Prinsessan Hedvig 
Sophia. Large amounts of lead musket balls and iron round shot were found in direct vicinity of the wreck, probably remnants of either the Swedish attempt to destroy the ship or the Danish salvage operation (see also Section 7.2).
In addition, two clearly defined trails of shot lead from the wreck towards the east. They start about 50m from the east of the stern and continue for a dis-tance of approximately 100m. The two trails run par-allel to each other, about 10-12m apart. They consist of round shot and larger concentrations of musket balls (Figure 23).It would seem that the trails aft of the wreck relate 
to Swedish attempts to lighten the flagship before running it aground. Their orientation and spacing indicates that shot was thrown over board, while the ship was heading towards the beach. The ammuni-tion trails should be subject to a detailed survey in future campaigns on site. Further ammunition was discovered in line with a 
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row of iron guns approximately 300m to the north east of the wreck site (see following section). Here a well preserved grapeshot was lifted. It is currently undergoing conservation (see Section 7.2).
Guns
Since the discovery of the first two guns in 1970 (see Section 4), a substantial number of ordnance has been found in the search area. As of October 2010, a total of 18 gun positions have been recorded. Two further guns are known to have been lifted in the 1980s, one by the ordnance disposal unit in 1982 and another one by sport divers in 1987. This brings the total number of guns up to 20.However, of the 18 guns for which positional data is available, ten are found in groups or concentrations, with the maximum distance between adjacent guns being not more than 34m (see also Table 2 and Fig-ure 26).Altogether there are four of these concentrations: » Two guns lifted by Rolf Lorenz in 1970, located north-west of the wreck (HS 1 and 2); » Two guns discovered in 2008, about 30m away from each other and located 500m north-east of the wreck. Both are concreted, but show signs of recent damage (HS 11 and 12); » Three guns, two of them discovered in April 2008, lying 30m from each other, located about 150m east of concentration 2. One is missing its trunnion. 
It is possible, that one of the three positions is a duplicate (HS 07, 09 and 18); » Three guns, one of them also discovered in April 2008, located about 300m due east of concentra-tion 3. Due to the fact that none of the three guns have been found together, it is possible that there are actually only two or even just one gun in this position (HS 16, 10, 17).Most guns were positioned by Rolf Lorenz using a 
Hummingbird fishfinder with sidescan sonar func-tion. Whenever a gun became visible in the sides-can data, a screengrab with the boat’s position was 
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Figure 24: Distribution of ammunition (green) and small finds (purple) in the area surrounding the wreck of Prinsessan Hed-
vig Sophia. Auer 2010.




positions plotted in this report (Figure 26) should be marked with buffers of at least 30m.Considering the uncertainty of some of the positions mentioned above and the low positioning accuracy, it is well possible that there only seven instead of 10 guns in close association. Of the remaining 10 single gun positions, one is uncertain and one constitutes only an impression of a gun, indicating that this positions might be from one of the guns lifted during the 1980s. This would in turn mean that the total number of guns found in the search area is closer to 15.The majority of the guns on the seabed are still await-
ing assessment and identification. 
However, a total of five guns, including those lifted in 
1970, 1982/ 83 and 2002 could be identified as cast 
iron flat breech muzzle loaders (called fladbunder in Danish sources) produced in Sweden in the early 18th century (Belasus et al. 2005; Frantzen 1999).Together with the cast iron hollow breech muzzle loader, the so called hulbunder, the flat breech guns seem to be successors to the famous finbanker type guns which were produced in Sweden between 1620 and 1690 and exported in large numbers (Frantzen 2001).
The flat breech muzzle loaders resemble finbank-
ers, but feature a simpler form and a slightly conical breech (Frantzen 2001). 
At least two of the known flat breech guns, the one discovered and lifted in 2002 (HS 05) and HS 06 are of identical construction. Both have a caliber of six pounds, a length of 2.36m and weigh about 900 kg.When looking at the distribution of guns for which positional data is available, it quickly becomes appar-
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Figure 26: Distribution of guns in the area surrounding the wreck of Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia. Auer 2010.
Figure 25: Six pound Swedish cast iron flat breech muzzle 
loader (HS 06). This well preserved gun was discovered in 
situ by Rolf Lorenz in 2007. It is identical in construction to 
the one lifted in 2002. Lorenz 2007
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Number Date Depth Description Lifted Source
HS 01 1970 ? Gun found by Lorenz, lifted in 1970 (depos-
ited with ALSH), type: Swedish cast iron flat 
breech muzzle loader, found near HS 02
Y Pers. comm. Lorenz 2010
HS 02 1970 ? Gun found by Rolf Lorenz, lifted in 1970 
(deposited with ALSH), type: Swedish cast 
iron flat breech muzzle loader, different 
from HS 01, found near HS 01
Y Pers. comm. Lorenz 2010
HS 03 1982/83 ? Gun lifted by ordnance disposal unit, dis-
position unknown, type: Swedish cast iron 
flat breech muzzle loader 
Y Pers. comm. Lorenz 2010
HS 04 1987 ? Illegal salvage of a gun from a position near 
HS 01 and HS 02, disposition Berlin?
Y Pers. comm. Lorenz 2010
HS 05 18.04.2002 13-14m Gun found by Halbwidl (deposited with 
ALSH), type: Swedish cast iron flat breech 
muzzle loader, six pounder, length 2.36m, 
weight 900kg
Y Belasus 2005 
HS 06 02.11.2007 9m Gun found by Lorenz, type: Swedish cast 
iron flat breech muzzle loader, identical to 
HS 05, photographed in situ (Figure 25)
Pers. comm. Lorenz 2010
HS 07 27.04.2008 10m Gun found by Lorenz, trunnion missing, ca. 
30m from HS 09 and near HS 20, possibly 
duplicate position?
Pers. comm. Lorenz 2010
HS 08 27.04.2008 10m Gun found by Lorenz, upside down Pers. comm. Lorenz 2010
HS 09 29.04 2008 10m Gun found by Lorenz, near large stone, ca. 
30m from HS 07 and near HS 20, duplicate 
position?
Pers. comm. Lorenz 2010
HS 10 29.04.2008 10,5m Gun found by Lorenz, fully exposed, near 
HS 16 and 19, possibly identical with one 
of these?
Pers. comm. Lorenz 2010
HS 11 02.05.2008 8m Gun found by Lorenz, information from 
Bojahr, concretion has been forcefully 
removed, ca. 30m from HS 12
Pers. comm. Lorenz 2010
HS 12 02.05.2008 8m Gun found by Lorenz, information from 
Bojahr, concretion has been forcefully 
removed, ca. 30m from HS 11
Pers. comm. Lorenz 2010
HS 13 14.10.2008 10,5m Gun found by Lorenz, trunnion missing Pers. comm. Lorenz 2010
HS 14 21.10.2010 6m Gun found by Lorenz, uncovered, only one 
trunnion visible
Site archive and data from ALSH
HS 15 21.10.2010 6m Gun impression found by Lorenz, possibly 
one of the guns lifted earlier (HS 04 or 04?)
Site archive and data from ALSH
HS 16 ? 10,2m Gun near HS 10 and 19, possibly identical 
with one of these?
Site archive and data from ALSH
HS 17 ? 13m Gun? Site archive and data from ALSH
HS 18 ? 10m Gun Site archive and data from ALSH
HS 19 ? 10m Gun near HS 10 and 16, possibly identical 
with one of these?
Site archive and data from ALSH
HS 20 ? 10m Gun near HS 07 and 09, possibly identical 
with one of these?
Site archive and data from ALSH
Table 2: An overview of all recorded gun positions in the search area off Bülk. See Figure 26 for an illustration of the distri-
bution of guns with positioning data. This table is mainly based on information provided by Rolf Lorenz in the form of an 
interview and data from the site archive for Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia held by the ALSH in Schleswig.
This table represents the current state of knowledge (October 2010). Roesch 2010.
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ent that they form a continuous line running in east-west direction from deeper water towards the shore. The line starts in the east with HS 06 in 13 to 14m of water and ends with gun positions HS 15 and HS 14 approximately 180m north of the site of Prinsessan 
Hedvig Sophia in 6m deep water (Figure 26).Just like the trail of ammunition to the east of the wreck site, this continuous trail of guns is in all likeli-hood a result of ordnance being thrown over board in an attempt to lighten a ship before grounding it. However, with the trail running parallel to the wreck site of Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia, it is probably related 
to one of the other five ships in the Swedish squad-ron. In order to fully understand the evidence in the search area and reconstruct the events from 1715, further survey work will be necessary.
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7. Results of the artefact study
One of the objectives of this field-school was to cat-alogue all previously lifted artefacts and devise a recording database for the project. Practically, this meant assigning new artefact numbers, describing all artefacts and re-recording them, either by drawing or sketching or by taking photographs. The resulting catalogue can be found in Appendix II.A full comparative artefact study of all objects found on the wreck would have exceeded the time frame of 
this field-school course. The following section should therefore not be seen 
as a definite final study, but rather as an introduc-tion and additional explanation to the catalogue in Appendix II.To produce the catalogue, all objects found to date5 have been divided into six general groups according to function and artefact type. This system represents 
a preliminary classification and should be refined and extended as part of a detailed comparative arte-fact study.
5 The report and database only contain information regarding artefacts that were available and accessible when this report was written. Artefacts undergoing conservation could not be in-cluded. Catalogue and report represent the state of knowledge in October 2010.
The following six artefact groups have been defined: » Ship’s equipment and rigging: all items relating to the ship’s equipment, furni-ture and rigging; » armament and ammunition: all arms and related accessories and ammunition; » containers:  
this group includes all items that could definitely 
be identified as containers or parts of containers. It comprises table furniture as well as storage containers made from different materials;  » personal possessions:  all personal items, such as clothing, accessories and other belongings; » non artefactual remains:  ecofacts and bones; » other:  
all objects that could either not be identified or do 
not fit into any of the categories above.
Nr Date Location Description Material
08 Unknown Unknown 2 half sheaves, deadeye in two parts, block, 
wooden chock
Wood
09 21/09/2008 Portside bow, between 19, 
46
Gaming piece Wood
13 20/09/2008 Portside bow, between 16, 
19
Gaming piece Wood
30 21/09/2008 Portside bow, near 16 Marker/ tag Wood
42 21/09/2008 Portside bow, between 50 
and 45
Round shot Iron
43 21/09/2008 Portside bow, near 16 Half sheave Wood
44 21/09/2008 Portside bow, near 16 Half sheave Wood
45 21/09/2008 Portside bow, near 16 Sheave Wood
46 21/09/2008 Portside bow, near 16 Half deadeye Wood
47 Unknown Unknown Candle holder? Wood
50 21/09/2008 1-3m off portside bow Timber with hole? Wood
51 21/09/2008 1-3m off portside bow 18 barrel staves, some complete Wood
53 20/09/2008 Portside bow, between 46 
and 50
Tool handle Wood
79 Unknown Surrounding area Grape shot ball/ small round shot Iron
80 Unknown Surrounding area Grape shot Composite
Table 3: Artefacts not currently included in catalogue and artefact study. Auer 2010.
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Artefacts lifted during the 2008 and 2009 excava-tion campaigns (see Section 4), were assigned group labels by their location and entered in a MS Access 
database. This meant that a single find number could include a whole range of items, all of different mate-rial. As part of the re-recording process, these large 
find groups were split up and new numbers were assigned to individual items. However, assemblies of small fragments of similar material, e.g. pottery or glass, were often left grouped together under one number. Such assemblies have 
been classified by the majority of items included in 
it. For example: If an assembly contains five sherds of a ceramic vessel and one fragment of a clay pipe 
stem, it was classified under container, rather than personal possessions.Another problem encountered during the artefact study was the accessibility of objects lifted in ear-lier excavation campaigns. A considerable number of wooden and metal items are currently undergo-ing conservation treatment and were not available for analysis or recording (Table 3). These objects will have to be added to the database at a later stage.
7.1 Ship’s equipment and riggingby Magda Mesogeiti and Jens Auer
Ship’s equipmentOnly very few items pertaining to the category ship’s equipment have been found. These are a 0.63m long iron bolt (1043), possibly a hull fastener, a sounding lead (1035), a number of small lead plates (1088 and 1007) and a lead weight (1005).The bolt was found east of the wreck site. The loca-tions of the sounding lead and some of the lead plates (1007) are unknown, but at least one lead plate was found in the bow area (1088) (Plan 4, Appendix IV).The sounding lead has the characteristic conical shape. A hole in the top end allows the sounding line to be fastened (Figure 27). With a length of 26.2cm and a diameter of 5.7cm it is likely to have been used as a hand lead for sounding in shallow water. A sounding lead similar in size and shape was found on the wreck of the Danish frigate Lossen (1717) (Molaug et al. 1983).The lead plates are square with concave sides and measure 6.5cm (Figure 28). They have small holes in the four corners and the centre. The plates were originally thought to be aprons for covering the vent holes of guns, but seem to be too small in size for this purpose, as lead aprons recovered from the wreck of 
Lossen measure 26cm x 9cm (Molaug et al. 1983).
They have been tentatively identified as compass weights, as they are very similar to compass weights from the wreck of the Swedish warship Kronan (1676)6.The lead weight has a diameter of 10.9cm and a height of 4.1cm. It is decorated with concentric circles on the upper surface. The actual weight is unknown. Scales were used for several purposes on board ships in the 18th century, including the weigh-ing of food rations and supplies (Molaug et al. 1983).
RiggingA total of 25 artefacts related to the rigging have been recovered from the wreck so far. These include items related to the standing rigging which supported masts and spars, as well as the running rigging used to control the sails.Most of these artefacts were located in or around the bow of the vessel (Plan 4, Appendix IV). A large col-lection of artefacts (1119 - 1138) stem from the col-lection of a diver, who claims that he found them in a 
6 Pers. comm. Lars Einarsson, Project leader Kronan Project, Kalmar Läns Museum.
Figure 27: Sounding lead recovered from the wreck site 
(1035). MAP 2010.
Figure 28: Square lead plate (bottom left), possible compass 
weight (1088 and 1007). MAP 2010.
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barrel in the bow area of the vessel7. These artefacts were conserved with sugar and show considerable deformation and cracks as a result of this treatment.A single deadeye related to the standing rigging has been found (515). It was recovered on the port side just outside the bow. The deadeye is broken, but would have had a diameter of 16cm and a thickness of 10cm. One of the three holes is preserved with a diameter of 3.5cm. Deadeyes were used to keep the shrouds taut.Parrel trucks are small spherical pieces of wood with a hole bored through the middle. They were gener-ally turned on a lathe from ash or harder wood. Parrel trucks are part of a parrel, a sort of collar which connected a running yard or gaff to the mast. There were different types of parrels. Usually an assemblage of ribs and trucks was used, with the parrel rope to form a sliding loop so that the yards could slide up and down easily. There were also col-lars made of a single rope passing through a number 
of trucks, sufficient to embrace the mast (Figure 30).The artefact assemblage of the Prinsessan Hedvig 
Sophia includes parts of four parrel trucks, but no ribs (1136-1138, 501). The largest of these (501) has a length of 11cm and a diameter of 8cm. Of the other three trucks, two have the same dimensions and are possibly from the same parrel (1136, 1138). The smallest truck is 1137 with a length of only 8.3cm and a diameter of 7.4cm (Figure 29).A block is a pulley, or systems of pullies mounted in a shell. A block is a mechanical device for leading ropes in various directions. In addition when a block is combined with one or more other blocks it acts as a lever by increasing the power obtained by pulling on the rope. Blocks were used for various purposes in a ship and 
7 Pers. comm. Dr Martin Segschneider, ALSH. 
could be part of the standing as well as of the running rigging. They were used elsewhere as well, for exam-ple for gun tackles, but in this section only their role in rigging of the ship will be discussed (Lees 1984; R. C. Anderson 1994). Generally, many different kinds of blocks were used in a ship, but all have certain common characteris-tics. They can be divided into thin and thick blocks depending of the size of rope they received. Every block is made up of a shell, a sheave, a pin and a strap.Small blocks usually had shells made of one piece of wood. Large blocks had their shells composed of two cheeks which were oval in shape and were connected at the top and bottom by two small distance pieces, slightly thicker than the sheave. On the more or less curved outer face of the cheek a groove was cut following its long axis to take the rope by which the block is secured in the desired position. Shells of large blocks were made of separate pieces of wood and they were called “made-blocks”. Large shells were formed of several pieces of elm plank strongly bolted together by bolts and rivets. Shells for smaller block were usually made of ash or elm (Lees 1984; R. C. Anderson 1994).The shell contains a sheave, a circular piece of wood (disc), usually made of lignum vitae. The open part between the sheave and shell is called “shallow”. A block having only one sheave is called a single block; a block with two sheaves: double block, etc.The sheave is the wheel on which the rope runs, and for this reason it has a semicircular groove around its circumference. Another hole through the centre of the sheave receives the pin.The pin or axis, on which the sheave revolves, was usually made of lignum vitae, coconut or a West Indian wood called green heart.
Figure 30: Parrel and the arrangement of trucks and ribs. 
After Röding 1793.
Figure 29: Parrel truck found by a recreational diver near the 
bow (1137). MAP 2010.
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Blocks were suspended from some standing or run-ning support through the strap. The strap is a rope or in some cases a band of iron encompassing the shell of the block in a notch cut round the block. It termi-nates in an eye of rope or a hook of iron, so that the 
block could be suspended from a fixed support (Lees 1984; R. C. Anderson 1994) (Figure 31).The majority of artefacts related to rigging are blocks or part of blocks. These include a shell for a double 
block (1119), six shell parts (514, 1131-1135), five sheaves (1120-1124) and six pins (1125-1130).The double sheave block shell (1119) is made of a single piece of wood. It has a length of 35cm and a width of 12cm (Figure 32).In addition, two complete shell halves (1131, 1132, Figure 33) and four parts of block shell halves were found. These vary in length between 18.4cm and 23cm and are up to 14cm wide. The thickness of the two complete halves is 3.4cm. It was not possible to match two halves to a full block shell.Five sheaves, all made of wood, were found. Four of these seem to form a group with diameters in the range of 11.4cm-12cm and thicknesses between 2.3cm and 2.5cm, especially when considering the deformation caused by the improvised conservation treatment (Figure 34). A single sheave (1123) is con-siderably larger with a diameter of 14cm and a thick-ness of 3.1cm. It was again not possible to match sheaves to any of the shells in the assembly.The last group of block components consists of six wooden pins (1125-1130). These vary in length between 9cm and 13cm and in diameter between 2cm and 2.9cm. All pins are heavily deformed as a result of the improvised conservation treatment.The last group of artefacts related to the rigging cat-egory are two pieces of line or rope. A thin piece of line, made up of three strands of 6mm each with a z-twist was excavated and conserved 
Figure 31: The parts of a block. After Röding 1793.
Figure 32: Shell of a double sheave block (1119). MAP 2010.
Figure 33: One of the complete shell halves (1132). MAP 
2010.
Figure 34: Wooden block sheave (1124). MAP 2010.Figure 35: Rope in situ in the bow area (1141). Ranchin-
Dundas 2010.
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(509). A thicker piece of three stranded hawser laid rope was discovered in situ on the port side near the bow in 2010 (1141, Figure 35). It has a thickness of 6.5cm. The length is not known. The rope was left in situ and covered for protection. It is not possible to determine the function of the rope, as it had many uses on board a ship, and could also be related to the salvage operation.
7.2 Arms and ammunitionby Isger Vico-Sommer
The finds falling into this category can be subdivided further into arms and accessories, including edged 
weapons, and ammunition for firearms and guns. 
Arms and accessoriesAlthough only few arms have been found on the wreck site to date, these are relatively spectacular. The two most noteworthy are probably the remains of two sword hilts (1054, 1056) found approximately 30m southeast (1054) and southwest (1056) of the portside of the wreck (Figure 24).
Of the first sword hilt (1054), pommel, grip and guard, all of a gold plated copper alloy, remain. The pommel is egg shaped with vertical rips. A piece of the blade is visible inside. It has a circular hole at the bottom. An extension on the side probably con-nected to the guard. The majority of the grip has disappeared, with only a very small part attached to the main part of the ornate and well preserved hand guard remaining. The guard plate is apple shaped with ribs to the left and right of the former blade, fol-lowed by square-shaped grids on the left and right side. Both grids are damaged at one side. Floral orna-mentation is visible between both grids (Figure 36).
The sword hilt could be identified as that of a Swed-
ish officer’s sword used from 1710 onwards8. These 
swords were used by officers in the Swedish forces and had an 87.5cm long and 2.5cm wide two-sided blade (Orre 1974; Berg 1982; Flöög 1999) 
It bears a strong resemblance to an infantry officer’s sword from the 17th century (AM 5088) (Armemu-seum 2006d) and a so called kommendervärja, com-manders sword, from 1720 (AM 5075) (Armemu-seum 2006b) in the collection of the Swedish army museum (Figure 37).Only hand guard and pommel remain of the second sword hilt (1056). These are also of copper alloy, albeit of a much simpler design (Figure 38). This hilt bears a strong resemblance to the sword m/1685 issued to infantry soldiers from 1685 (Figure 39). This was a mass-produced, very popular type of sword, still in use in 1788 (Armemuseum 2006c). 
8 Pers. comm. Thomas Roth, Army Museum Stockholm.
Figure 36: Gold plated sword hilt (1054). MAP 2010.
Figure 37: Commander’s sword (kommendervärja) AM 5075 
from the collection of the Swedish Army Museum. Armemu-
seum 2006b.
Figure 38: Parts of sword hilt 1056. MAP 2010.
Figure 39: Infantry sword m/1685 (AM 5068) in the collec-
tion of the Swedish Army Museum Armemuseum 2006c.
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Although designed as an infantry weapon, it was also 
used in the navy (Flöög 1999). In a modified form, it was re-introduced as standard naval sword in 1832 (m/1832) (Flöög 1999).
The only example of gun accessory is the find of a wooden rammer head, made by a diver (1139). The lathe turned rammer head is 22cm long and has a diameter of 8.3cm. The central hole for a shaft has a diameter of 4.5cm (Figure 40). Rammers were used to ram home the shot and wad against the cartridge in a smooth bore muzzle loader gun. Similar ram-mers have been found on the wreck of the Danish frigate Lossen (Molaug et al. 1983).
AmmunitionVarious types of unused ammunition were found on and around the wreck of the Prinsessan Hedvig 
Sophia. These finds have been categorised in two groups: handgun ammunition and gun ammunition. Handgun ammunition includes three different sizes of lead shot (Figure 41): » Large (17-19mm diameter); » Medium (14-16mm diameter) and » Small (10mm diameter) .As not all shot were measured, there is only an esti-mate on the exact number of each type: » Small lead shot: 108 (including find numbers: 1018, 1111); » Medium sized shot: 330 (including find numbers: 1012, 1112); » Large sized shot: 145; » Find numbers including all 3 sizes are: 1007, 1024, 1040, 1053, 1068, 1094, 1095, 1103, 1104, 1108, 1109 and 1115.The larger sized shot are most likely ammunition for muskets. During the Great Northern War, the Swed-
ish navy was mostly equipped with flintlock infan-
try muskets of the type m/1701 and m/1704 (Flöög 1999), both of which had a calibre of 20mm (Arme-
museum 2006a). Generally, shot would be loose fit-ting and thus slightly smaller than the calibre of the musket to allow rapid reloading and prevent the shot from getting stuck. The smaller and medium sized 
shot were most likely ammunition for a flintlock sin-gle shot pistol, such as the m/1704 model, which was issued to the Swedish navy in great numbers (Flöög 1999). This weapon had a bore of 16.2mm and a bar-rel length of 54.5cm (Flöög 1999) (Figure 42). The range was limited to a few metres, making them rather useful for defence against immediate board-ing by an enemy ship (Peterson 2000). It is to be noted that some of the bullets still have part of the mould they were cast from attached (e.g. 
find number 1015, Figure 41). This might mean that ammunition smiths were too rushed to remove the moulded parts, as they were under pressure to 
increase production (Williams). As the finds are from the later period of the Great Northern War, this inter-pretation is plausible. In the case of the Danish frig-ate Lossen, the presence of casting knots is ascribed to the fact that the ammunition was cast on board (Molaug et al. 1983).
Figure 40: Rammer for gun (1139). MAP 2010.
Figure 42: Swedish pistol model m/1704 in the collection 
of the Danish Artillery Museum. (Statens Forsvarshistoriske 
Museum 2008) .
Figure 41: Assorted ammunition found on and around the 
wreck. MAP 2010.
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Two types of ammunition finds are related to the guns on board the Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia, solid round shot and grape shot. Two iron round shot of 11.8cm diameter were found (1078), one at the stern and the other at an unregistered location. Both are unused but show traces of corrosion. The diameter of 11.8cm would be closest to that of ammunition for 12 pounder guns (Johannessen 2010). This would be consistent with the armament of the Prinsessan Hed-
vig Sophia as well (see Section 3).Currently, the grapeshot found on site is undergoing conservation (see Table 3) and was not accessible for further analysis.
7.3 Wooden storage containers and vesselsby João Nuno Borges da SilvaThis category has been created to provide a subdivi-sion for the otherwise very large group of containers 
in the finds catalogue and database. Finds from this category are therefore listed under “container” in the database.A single complete wooden vessel has been recovered (1140). This is a lathe turned beaker, slightly coni-cal in shape, with a height of 9.5cm and a diameter of 11.5cm. It has a wall thickness of 4mm and is marked with a small crown-shaped mark in the bot-tom on the inside. The beaker is tentatively identi-
fied as a vessel for the consumption of food or drink. Although turned wooden beakers are known from e.g. the wreck site of the Danish frigate Lossen, these are shaped differently, almost like glasses, with pro-
filed base (Molaug et al. 1983).Furthermore, two possible barrel staves (502, 510), a stave of a bucket (504), a possible bung (512) and parts of a barrel lid (516) were found in the bow area. Both barrel staves are only partially preserved, one to a length of 37cm and the other one to a length of 27.7cm. Due to the poor state of preservation, little can be said about the original size of the staves or 
the possible function or size of the barrels they stem from.The bucket stave (504) has a characteristic shape with an extension for a handle on one side. A groove for the base is visible on the other side. The stave is 24.8cm long, 4.7cm wide and has a thickness of 14mm (Figure 44). The possible bung (512) is 7.2cm long and tapers down from a diameter of 3cm. Similar items have been found in connection with barrels on the Lossen and were interpreted as bungs (Molaug et al. 1983).A wooden fragment in three pieces measuring 37cm x 14.5cm might be a part of a barrel lid. However, no evidence of marks or inscriptions could be detected.
7.4 Ceramics and glasswareby Jason LunzeMost items discussed in this section fall into the group of containers. However, the window glass, which has been catalogued under “other” is included in the discussion of glassware. The artefacts in this category are slightly problem-
atic, as the majority are surface finds of very small fragments of ceramics and glassware. Considering the history of the wrecking event and the subsequent salvage attempts, as well as the recovery of usable material which probably followed after the hull was sold, the assemblage, even if contemporaneous, can-not be ascribed to the wreck with any degree of cer-tainty. 
However, the finds still warrant a detailed analysis, as they might help to highlight the material culture in use when the warship was in active service, as well as items deriving from the subsequent salvage events.All ceramic sherds and glassware shards are listed in the database, but also in an accompanying table (Appendix III), and those of diagnostic characteris-tics directly in the text. The table is not meant for sta-tistical analysis, but was created solely for breaking up the lots of artefacts which are grouped together with up to 30 other artefacts/ sherds into individual 
items for ease of identification.
Figure 43: Turned wooden beaker found in the bow area 
(1140). MAP 2010.




CeramicsThe ceramics recovered from the wreck of the Prinses-
san Hedvig Sophia can be largely broken up into two categories for study and analysis. One group com-prises ceramics from foreign makers. These include import ceramics from the Low Countries, Germany, England, and possibly France. Another group com-prises coarse earthenware of local production which most likely come from either the Swedish Archipel-ago or the occupied regions of the Southern Baltic. These differ little in decoration or style from medi-eval pieces. Of the 287 ceramic and glassware sherds recovered from the wreck, the ceramics represent a small group of only 98 sherds in total. Of these 98 sherds, 27 were 
coarse or fine earthenwares with and without glaze.There were 70 sherds of stoneware commonly pro-duced in the area which comprises the modern bor-ders of Germany, and one sherd was never properly catalogued and photographed. Of this assemblage few are diagnostic for dating or provenance to a manufacturing centre. For the earthenware only nine sherds were of diag-nostic parts of vessels, eight rim sherds and one han-dle or leg fragment. Of the 70 sherds of stoneware only three were of diagnostic parts of vessels. The diagnostic sherds are catalogued below (Table 4); for all other ceramic sherds see the table in Appendix III.Coarseware:The ceramics from the wreck can be broken up into 
two categories as described above. The first of these is tin, salt, and lead glazed earthenware. 
These artefacts can be divided further into two groups: General glazed coarseware and possible Staf-fordshire pottery. Glazed coarseware (such as track-ing numbers 136, 137, 197 and 243) is known from many terrestrial sites in north-west Europe (Hurst 1987; Kaufmann 1981; Kruse 1987).In the Baltic, examples of coarse earthenware are known e.g. from the wreck of the Ringaren in the form of pipkins of a very similar fabric type to that of the sherds found on the Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia (Svenwall 1994). These wares are poorly under-stood in the literature and may have been produced locally or for trade; they fall under the category of coarseware and are known as greyware and redware (Gaimster 1997).A temporally and spatially more comparable wreck is the Jutholmen site. It is located in Swedish waters and has been dated to the turn of the 18th century. 
Track no. Artefact 
Group
Sherd type Surface treatment Identification
Earthenware
169 1071 rim fragment glazed/ salt grey with a coarse grey fabric oil jar?
136 1059 rim fragment glazed/ yellow-brown on orange fabric pipkin
137 1061 rim fragment glazed/ yellow-brown on orange fabric pipkin or plate
197 1074 rim fragment glazed/ yellow and orange on orange fabric pipkin
243 1091 rim fragment glazed/ salt grey green on coarse grey fabric pipkin
143 1066 rim fragment glazed/ brown on orange fabric Staffordshire mug
12 1002 rim fragment glazed/ yellow and orange on orange fabric unknown
40 1011 rim fragment glazed/ yellow-brown on black fabric unknown
266 1161 leg/ handle glazed/ salt yellow on an orange fabric pipkin
Stoneware
276 1118 body/ neck glazed/ salt mottled brown Bartmann, Frechen
02 500 base fragment glazed/ salt light grey Westerwald
11 1002 base fragment glazed/ salt light grey Westerwald
Table 4: Diagnostic earthenware and stoneware sherds. Lunze 2010.
Figure 45: Tracking number 136, rim fragment of yellow 
brown glazed earthenware pot or pipkin. MAP 2010.
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The find material from this wreck included similar items. Ingelman-Sundberg notes: “Tripod pipkins had 
many different uses. They were used as containers for 
cooking, and for lighted charcoal as foot warmers and 
held coals with which pipe smokers lighted their pipes” (Ingelman-Sundberg 1976).Red glazed coarseware wine jars and pots are also known from the site of the Danish frigate Lossen (1717) (Molaug et al. 1983).One solitary piece of possible Staffordshire pottery shows up in the assemblage and it is of interest if 
its context can be further verified (artefact tracking number 143). Brown glazed mugs of this type where produced in the late 17th century in Great Britain in emulation of the brown Rhenish stonewares (Gaim-ster 1997). Pottery manufactured in Staffordshire like the brown glazed ware and its successors has also been found in Elblag and Greifswald in contexts dating from the early to mid 18th century (Gaimster 1997a).StonewareExcavations in both central and peripheral Swedish territory of the mid 17th century through to the 18th century show that stoneware items were part of daily life for the inhabitant of major cities like Stralsund, Visby, Kalmar, and Stockholm. The stoneware found on the wreck of the Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia con-sists of a Frechen Bartmann jug (tracking number 276) and salt glazed Westerwald wares (Tracking 
numbers 02 and 11) which are common in assem-blages from both Stockholm and Pomerania for this period (Gaimster 1997a). Sweden had easy access to these wares as they con-trolled the regions of Northern Mechlenburg-Vor-pommern and Holstein-Gottorp, and were responsi-ble for governing the regions of Bremen-Verden on the west coast of modern Germnay. Sweden’s sack-ing of Siegburg at the end of the Thirty Years War marked the fading of this Westerwald centre but others would continue to produce wares which were highly sought after by the burgeoning mercantile economy of Europe, enhanced by the primacy of the Dutch as traders beginning in the middle of the 17th century (Gaimster 1997a; Kent 2008; Glete 2009).Sweden’s acquisition of food and material for sea-men of the late 17th to early 18th century is differ-
ent to that of their army; they were primarily outfit-
ted at the fleet base at Karlskrona which derived its resources from local peasants and later in the war merchants from abroad, but often took on stores from local friendly ports in the southern Baltic, such as Stralsund and Wismar or at Sea (Glete 2010). Glete also notes that Stockholm itself furnished much of 
the food for the main fleet as well. The bulk of the sherds of stoneware from the Prinsessan Hedvig 
Sophia are of Frechen jugs and Westerwald contain-ers. These include the base to a Frechen jug (artefact tracking number 2), a Westerwald stoneware base (artefact tracking number 11), the top portion of a 
Figure 46: Tracking number 276, top part of a Bartmann jug. The bearded face is clearly visible and a number three can be 
seen on the shoulder MAP 2010.
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Frechen Bartmann jug with its mask and the num-ber three visible on the shoulder (artefact tracking number 276), and two body fragments of blue cobalt glazed Westerwald (artefact tracking numbers 71 and 102, not pictured in the text).While the Bartmann jug is characteristic and easy to identify, the other stoneware fragments are harder to interpret. The Westerwald stoneware base sherd is similar in form to that of a later type of container which held medicines described by Gaimster (Gaim-
ster 1997a). The author could not find any reference to any of these being found on shipwrecks but Gaim-
ster notes in his publication specifically dealing with shipwreck assemblages the lack of proper publica-
tion of these finds (Gaimster 1997). The two cobalt glazed vessels may have also been jugs but as they are body shards of small dimensions they are hard to characterize.Lessman notes that the Bartmann jugs so often found on wrecks may have carried everything from sweets to medicine, or even mercury for ore process-ing (Lessmann 1997). A jug similar to the one from 
Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia has also been found on the contemporary Danish frigate Lossen.Although not directly stoneware, a pewter lid, which might have been used for a stoneware pot, jug or tankard should also be named here. The lid has a diameter of 7.7cm and a height of 2.8cm. A button on top allows to lift it. Lids with a similar diameter are again known from the wreck of Lossen. However, these are tankard lids with a fastening on the side (Molaug et al. 1983).
GlasswareThe glassware recovered from the wreck of the 
Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia can be broken up into two categories for study and analysis. 
The first category includes structural elements, e.g. window glass for the castles and furniture on board the vessel. While not particularly useful for chro-nology or seriation, these artefacts, which are quite abundant on site, are useful in determining the place-
ment and possible amount of windows used in this vessels construction. Glassware related to structural elements is listed under “other” in the catalogue in Appendix II. The second category consists of containers and bot-tles. Amongst the shards recovered from the wreck are those belonging to wine or beer bottles, case gins, and medicine and ointment bottles. A total of 179 glass shards were found. Of these, 110 were of pane glass for windows or furniture, 64 shards were of green container or bottle glass.Two of those shards were rim shards which where diagnostic and four shards were bases which were also diagnostic. One rim shard belongs to wine or beer bottles (track-ing number 276) and the second belongs to a per-fume or medicine bottle. Of the three bases, two were of the square case gin type (tracking numbers 05 and 142), and the remaining example was of an ovoid form wine or beer bottle common in the Low Coun-tries and Germany in the late 17th and early 18th centuries (tracking number 260). Two glass shards are from the base and body or the body and neck of ovoid wine or beer bottles (track-ing numbers 275, 263). 
Track no. Artefact 
Group
Shard type Material Identification
275 1117 body and base fragment green container glass bottle/ beer or wine
263 1113 body and neck fragment green container glass bottle/ beer or wine
260 1113 base fragment green container glass bottle/ beer or wine
05 1001 base fragment green container glass case gin
142 1065 base fragment green container glass case gin
276 1117 rim fragment green container glass bottle/ beer or wine
168 1008 neck fragment blue/ green container glass blue pharmaceutical bottle
Table 5: Diagnostic glass shards. Lunze 2010.
Figure 47: Find 1003: Pewter lid for a stoneware jug or tan-
kard. MAP 2010.
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Small fragments of blue glass of a type found to be attributable to medicine or perfume bottles from France, have also been found in the assemblage. Those shards which are diagnostic are catalogued below. Glassware shards were also given tracking numbers in the same manner as the ceramics.Window glass is found on nearly every domestic excavation in the Netherlands for this period (Hen-kes 1994). It has also been found on the more rel-evant Jutholmen wreck and the Lossen in a frame with its lead cladding (Molaug et al. 1983; Ingelman-Sundberg 1976). Many pieces of random lead (e.g. 1013) as listed in the artefact database visually appear very similar to window cladding lead. Window glass of this period was usually manufac-tured in one of two methods, the cylinder method in which a cylinder of glass was blown and then cut 
down the middle and laid flat, or the centrifugal method where the glass is blown into a vase form 
and then spun flat in a circular shape. Some of the glass shards from the wreck exhibit the typical rings that the later have in association with the nickname of the glass produced by the centrifu-gal method, the so called bullseye pattern (Henkes 1994). This glass could have been locally produced or traded from major glass production centres in the Netherlands or Great Britain and cannot easily be dated or sourced.The beer or wine bottle shards from the wreck are very similar to those recovered from the Danish frig-ate Mynden (Auer 2004) or the Lossen (Molaug et al. 1983). They stem from an ovoid form of wine or beer bot-tle (artefact tracking number 275) (Figure 48), com-mon in Northern Europe, and are thought to have 
been produced in the Low Countries and in Germany starting in the late 17th century (Bartels 1999; Hen-kes 1994). While Dumbrell (Dumbrell 1983) refers to them simply as wine bottles it is known from historical accounts as well as chemical testing that they often contained other alcoholic draughts such as beer or even brandy (Henkes 1994; Noël Hume 1970). These bottles could have been rations for the crew of the vessel but were more likely to belong to the rank-
ing officers of the Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia, as Glete notes how poorly the crews of these vessel were sup-plied (Glete 2009).Another bottle form, which is common on this wreck site, is that of the case gin. These where square bot-tles that usually held gin and other liquors and have been found on many wrecks of the period, e.g. the Los-
sen, Dartmouth, Hollandia, and Amsterdam(Holman 1975; Kist 1992; Marsden 1974; Molaug et al. 1983).They are known to have been produced in England, the Low Countries and Germany and are somewhat 
distinct looking in profile for each of these regions, but sadly the fragments from the Prinsessan Hedvig 
Sophia are too small (artefact tracking numbers 5 
and 142) to be more specific (Figure 49). These were not items that the common sailor may have had access to and may have been possessions of 
the higher ranking officers.The last type of glass container shards to be dis-cussed are the most fragmentary but represent one of the longest trade links which can be gleaned from this assemblage: several small fragments of French perfume or pharmaceutical bottles (artefact tracking number 168). Such bottles are found frequently on colonial sites in North America even in known British contexts. The 
Figure 48: Tracking number 275, wine or beer bottle base 
with typical Dutch or German ovoid form. Note the rim 
shard has a single attached band of glass typical as well for 
Germany or the Low Countries for this period. MAP 2010.
Figure 49: Tracking number 05, base of a case gin of green 
container glass from the wreck. MAP 2010.
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light blue larger ones have nearly always been attrib-uted to France (Noël Hume 1970). Small pharmaceu-tical bottles are also commonly found on shipwrecks of the period.
7.5 Personal possessionsby Vasiliki KyprouliThe artefacts described in this section mainly fall into two categories: clay tobacco pipes and acces-sories and clothing accessories, including buttons, buckles as well as a needle and the remains of a shoe.Once the smoking of tobacco was taken into the west-ern culture, it spread rapidly in all levels of society. Pipes represent one method by which tobacco could be consumed amongst a number of possible alter-natives and white clay pipes became the favoured method of tobacco consumption in Northern Europe.As smoking was widespread among seamen as well, clay pipes are commonly found on shipwrecks. Again, the contemporary Danish frigate Lossen can be used as an example: 83 complete pipes and 71 fragments were excavated on the wreck of a ship which had a complement of 100 men (Molaug et al. 1983).Technically speaking, a pipe consists of a bowl that includes a chamber where the tobacco is combusted and a long stem, which is a long channel of regular placement and diameter. Heels are of different sizes 
and shapes (most usual is the flat heel and the spur-shape heel), and often bear makers marks which help to categorize and date of the artefacts. A number of pieces of clay tobacco pipes have been found on the wreck. The majority of these are bro-ken stems of pipes (16 pieces), all of a similar kind of kaolin clay, but there are also two bowls includ-ing one with its maker’s mark on it (1041), as well as three pieces of organic material, which are assumed to be a tool for cleaning of pipe stems (1031). With the exception of pipe bowl 1041 all tobacco clay 
pipe remains are of a very simple manufacture, with-out marks or other clues that could give an idea of the origin or the date of manufacture. Based on the design of the pipes (big obtuse angle where the bowl meets the stem and bowl of oval shape), one could assume that the pipes are of Dutch origin (Atkinson et al. 1969; Neyland et al. 1996). The type is commonly referred to as Gouda pipe. However, this does not necessarily mean that all pipes were manufactured in Gouda. Similar white kaolin clay pipes were also produced in Groningen, Leeuwarden, Zwolle, Deventer, Amsterdam, Haarlem, Leiden and Utrecht (Duco 1981).
Pipe bowl 1041 has a fine line of milling around the rim, which is partially broken. The blackened inte-rior indicates its use. The heel is small and spur-shaped. Near the region where the bowl meets the stem, a marker’s mark can be seen. This is the form of a moving snake in a circular medal surrounded by a corded belt. This mark is very similar to a mark on a pipe found on the wreck of the Amsterdam (1749), which is assumed to have been made by Jan Gibro (Marsden 1985).The wreck of the Lossen provides an interesting con-
temporary parallel, with finds of 14 similar pipes. In this case, the symbol was traced back to Gouda and the pipe maker Cornelis Vermeulen However, as Vermeulen only became pipe maker in 1733, it is assumed that the symbol was in use in the same workshop, before it was taken over by Vermeulen (Molaug et al. 1983).The clothing accessories found on the wreck are buckles and buttons. A buckle consists of a ring with a spindle to which one of the two loose ends of a strap is attached. The other end runs through the ring, over the spindle and is fastened by a tongue/prong. Buckles are normally made of strong metal. They were used to fasten belts that were worn on the waist or diagonally (baldrics), but also to attach 
Figure 50: Pipe bowl 1041 (left) with close-up of the maker’s mark (right). far right: Drawing in the diary of the Danish sailor 
Niels Trosner, showing a navy sailor smoking a pipe (Trosner 1923). Auer 2010.
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straps on shoes and clothes. Buckles were as much a functional fastener as a fashion accessory.  Shoe and clothing buckles were often a statement of personal taste and social position (Davis 1997).Two buckles (1055a, 1106a) and one prong (1055b) were found on the wreck. Artefact 1055a is a double-looped, oval shaped ring of a buckle, made of copper alloy. It is slightly bent with intact central spindle and missing tongue. A reverse curve of the frame indicates that the whole buckle was intended to be used for securing a thick material, such as leather. This reverse curve shape made it easier to thread the intended thick material end over the bar.Tongue 1055b was found in association with the buckle and the sword hilt 1054 in the surroundings of the wreck, but is probably from another buckle.The complete buckle 1106a has a ring of rectangu-lar outline, with a slot on one of the long sides. The central spindle is intact and the tongue consists of 
looped, flat wire. The buckle is also made of a copper alloy and measures 40mm x 28mm (Figure 51). The 
find material of the contemporary Lossen included 57 brass and pewter buckles, many of them very similar to those from the Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia (Molaug et al. 1983).Buttons were used to secure two pieces of fabric 
together. A button as an artefact can be of significant importance as it might provide useful information about origin, manufacturer, trade and also about the economical and social position of the owner. Buttons can be made from different materials and used for many purposes, including clothing, footwear, furni-ture, containers (such as buttons on bags for exam-ple), or just for ornamentation. Bone, shell, wood, horn, metal, glass, ceramic and fabric are the most common materials. Glass, ceramic and metal buttons were made in moulds, while metal buttons could also 
be stamped. All of the buttons found on the wreck are made of metal. As fasteners, buttons slip through a fabric or thread 
loop or slid through a buttonhole. They can be flat and sewn through the face of the button or have a hollow protrusion on the back through which thread is sewn to attach the button. The buttons found to date belong to this second type (shank buttons). But-ton shanks may be made from a separate piece of the same or a different substance as the button itself, and added to the back of the button, or be carved or moulded directly onto the back of the button. Five buttons were recovered from the wreck, all made of either pewter or brass. Of these, four are 
decorated with floral or star motifs (1009, three of the group 1014), while the rest are unadorned (1016, 1082, 1106b, 1102, four of the group 1014). Diame-ters vary between 14mm and 28mm. One button (of the group 1014) bears a maker’s mark on the back, possibly the letters IW (Figure 53). A button with the 
same maker’s mark is known 
Figure 51: Copper alloy buckle 1106a. MAP 2010.
Figure 53: Group of pewter and brass buttons 1014. One of 
the pewter buttons bears a maker’s mark on the back. MAP 
2010.
Figure 52: Circular pewter button 1009 with domed top, 
decorated with flower-head motif consisting of 10 laminae 




from the wreck of the Lossen (No 180) (Molaug et al. 1983). The decorations on pewter and brass but-ton from buttons found on this wreck are also very similar to those observed on the buttons from the 
Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia.A single metal needle with a length of 21mm, a shank diameter of 0.5mm and a head diameter of 1.5mm was found in the bow area (1097) (Figure 54). This could have been used for sowing, but a similar needle has been interpreted as document needle (for keep-ing stacks of paper together) on the wreck of the Los-
sen (Molaug et al. 1983).The remains of a single shoe were found on the wreck (1044). Shoes are relatively common artefacts on wrecks because water-logged archaeological sites provide the necessary conditions for the preserva-tion of leather artefacts, the majority of which are 
shoes. Nevertheless, water-logged finds generally consist of loose components since the threads used to sew the objects together often do not survive. 
A shoe consists of different parts: the sole, the insole (interior bottom), the outsole (the external layer in direct contact with the ground), the midsole (the layer between the outsole and the insole), the heel and the upper part or vamp (that holds the shoe onto the foot). Mainly made of leather, shoes could also 
combine materials such as wood, fibre or metal. Since the 17th century, most leather shoes have used a sewn-on sole. Until around 1800, shoes were made without differentiation for the left or right foot.The shoe parts found on the wreck consist of 18 leather fragments as well as a heel. The heel is rela-tively high and made up of layers of birch fastened with small wooden plugs. The sole is cut symmetri-cally, with no left or right pattern recognisable. As 
for most of the finds in this assemblage, the mate-rial from the wreck of the contemporary Danish frig-ate Lossen provides the best comparison. Here, eight complete shoes and 82 parts of shoes were found. 
Seven of these are of a similar type to find 1044, with high heels made of birch or beech (Molaug et al. 1983).
7.6 Non-artefactual remainsby Magda MesogeitiThis category mainly contains animal bones. Food was a critical factor for a successful operation at sea. Good nutrition made it easier to keep the crew of the 
ship loyal and willing to fight. Thus the supply and storage of provisions was a very important under-taking (Glete 2009). Until 1719 supplies for Swedish warships were pur-
Figure 54: Metal needle 1097. MAP 2010.
Figure 55: Remains of a leather shoe (1044) with birch sole. MAP 2010.
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chased from Karlskrona and Stockholm (Glete 2009). According to Söderlind’s research the main ingredi-ents of the diet for the crew of Swedish naval ves-sels during the 17th century were: meat (usually 
preserved in brine), peas and dried fish (Söderlind 2006).Out of 14 bones recovered from the wreck, four could 
be identified: » Find 1020: assemblage of bones of Bos Taurus (cat-tle); » Find 1052: shoulder blade of a pig; » Find 1075: lumbar vertebra of a young Bos Taurus (cattle); » Find 1076: pelvic bone of a pig.




Besides providing a learning opportunity for the students of the Maritime Archaeology Programme, 
the field-school 2010 aimed at recording the wreck of the Swedish warship Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia to archaeological standards. As part of this, a per-manent datum system was established on site and an overview plan of the wreck was produced. The exposed structure at bow and stern was recorded in detail and analysed.
In addition to presenting the results of the fieldwork carried out in 2010, the present report aims at collat-ing all information available on the wreck and thus providing a basis for the targeted planning of further work on site. As part of this, a site history has been compiled and the area surrounding the wreck is studied, based 
on secondary sources and previous finds. Further-more, all previously recovered artefacts have been 
recorded and entered in a database and are briefly discussed.
8.1 ConstructionAs so little of the remaining hull structure of Prinses-
san Hedvig Sophia is exposed, a detailed analysis of 
the ship construction is difficult at this stage.The original length of the warship is stated to have been 47.25m between the perpendiculars. The keel length is unknown, but can be estimated based on information from treatises on shipbuilding contem-porary with the date of construction of Prinsessan 
Hedvig Sophia.In his Doctrine of Naval Architecture (1670), the Eng-lish master shipwright Anthony Deane states a value of 3/4 of the breadth for the rake of the stempost and 11/12 of 1/6 of the breadth for the rake of the sternpost (Lavery 1981).When applying these values to the Prinsessan Hedvig 
Sophia, one would get a stempost rake of 9.12m and a sternpost rake of 1.85m. This in turn would result in a keel length of 36.25m. As the total length of the remains on the seabed is 35m, it can be assumed that the majority of the keel is preserved on the site, while both posts and all rising structure are missing. Looking at the remains of the bow and stern, it would seem that about 1.25m of the keel are missing at 
the stern. The tip of the bow ends in a flat, squared off surface. While it is certainly eroded and dam-aged, this is most likely the end of the keel which was scarfed to the stempost. At the bow several lay-ers of rising wood are visible, with the keel directly 
underneath. The stern is not so well defined and the central rising wood visible here tapers out into an eroded point. Timber 56, part of the central rising wood assembly, is currently assumed to be part of 
the first layer of rising wood above the keel, which is not visible. However, further excavation would be necessary to verify this assumption.The structural remains at bow and stern are compa-rable. There is evidence for more than one layer of rising wood and spacing and size of half timbers are similar. 
At the bow the remains of four floor timbers or fut-tocks can be seen on the port side. Only the eroded ends sticking out from the ballast pile are visible, with no apparent space between them. With the stones covering the deadwood it is impossible to 
ascertain whether these are the remnants of floor 
timbers or first futtocks. What can be seen is that they are the same moulded dimensions as the half timbers further forward (see Section 6.1).The half timbers at bow and stern measure between 44cm and 50cm sided, with the spaces in between varying. At the bow they are consistently between 25 and 30cm, while they are slightly more irregular at the stern with values between 24cm and 36cm. Half timbers at the stern are made from single pieces of wood and are worn down to lengths of approxi-mately 30cm, while they are more substantial at the bow. Here, all except three of the half timbers are composed of two elements. This was a common prac-
tice, as fitting pieces of compassed timber could be hard to come by and were expensive (Endsor 2009).With the exposed remains of the Prinsessan Hedvig 
Sophia being both meagre and in fairly poor condi-tion, a full analysis of the framing structure is cur-rently not possible. The fact that the exposed remains represent the bow and the stern rather than the mid-ship area restricts the available comparative source material, as many documents and reports concen-trate on the frame construction amidships.Furthermore, comparative sources are generally scarce, as little is known about methods of ship con-struction (rather than design) in Sweden in the late 17th century. The wreck of the Kronan, built by Fran-cis Sheldon, the father of John Francis Sheldon, in 1668 immediately springs to mind, but the remain-ing hull structure of this wreck has not yet been ana-lysed. The same holds true for the wreck of the Rik-
säpplet, also built by Francis Sheldon.With the shipwright being from a family of English 
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shipbuilders, and thus probably educated in, or at least familiar with English ship construction tech-niques, English sources would also be relevant for an analysis of the construction of this Swedish ship of the line. However, again archaeological sources are scarce, with relevant comparable shipwrecks, such as the Anne (1678), the Coronation (1685) or the Stirling Castle (1678) either not archaeologically recorded or not published.Although written sources are more numerous in Eng-land, these are mostly treatises which concentrate on ship design, rather than construction and do not mention constructional details (Lavery 1981; Bush-nell 1664). Endsor’s reconstruction of the building process of the 70 gun ship of the line Lenox (1677) is based on archival material and has proved to be very helpful for the analysis in this report (Endsor 2009).The fragmentary knowledge on ship construction in the period in question highlights the importance of further work on the wreck of the Prinsessan Hedvig 
Sophia. For the 2011 field season it would be advis-able to excavate a trench through the ballast mound in the midship area, where good preservation of the timbers can be expected, in order to uncover the hull structure and the keelson for detailed in situ record-ing. A later option could be to lift part of the structure for detailed recording on land.
8.2 Surrounding areaThe analysis of the information currently available on the surrounding area clearly shows the potential of further survey work for reconstructing the events in April 1715 and understanding the process of scut-tling and subsequent salvage. 
When plotting the findings made by Rolf Lorenz, con-centrations of ammunition and a trail of guns can be 
identified (see Section 6.4). A detailed sidescan sonar survey of the entire surrounding area will almost certainly provide evidence for further archaeological material on the seabed, especially when carried out in conjunction with a magnetometer survey.
As part of the 2011 field season, the positioning 
accuracy of currently known findspots should be improved by marking individual guns with buoys and recording their position with at least a differen-tial GPS on the surface. All guns should be labelled with unique markers and described as well. The trail of ammunition aft of the wreck of Prinses-
san Hedvig Sophia should also be recorded and posi-tioned in the same way.
8.3 Artefact studyAs mentioned earlier, Section 7 in this report is not meant to be a full comparative artefact study, but should rather be seen as an overview presentation and introduction to the catalogue in Appendix II. However, this short overview illustrates the wide range of objects recovered from the wreck to date and underlines the need for a full comparative study of the Prinsessan Hedvig Sophia assemblage, possibly as part of a master thesis in maritime archaeology.Methodologically, the artefact database and result-ing catalogue compiled as part of this project pro-vides a basis for further work, but should certainly 
be added to, improved and fine tuned as the project progresses.
8.4 Outlook 
As a result of the fieldwork carried out in 2010, a 
number of objectives for a second field season in 
2011 can be identified. In order of importance these are: » Removal of ballast stones and detailed in situ recording of a section of well preserved hull struc-ture in the midship area; » recording and positioning of the ammunition trail immediately east of the wreck site and  » accurate positioning and recording of all known 
findspots of guns in the survey area.In addition, a detailed and sidescan survey, of the whole area surrounding the wreck site, possibly con-ducted in conjunction with a magnetometer survey, would be useful to improve the understanding of the 
area and detect further archaeological finds and fea-tures related to the events in 1715.There is also potential for a full comparative study of 
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List of timbers recorded on and around the wreck. Timbers are listed by their unique timber ID. See Plan 2 and 3, Appendix IV for information on their location.
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ID Type Subtype Description Fastenings Area Side
0002 Other Loose timber, unknown. Length 1.12m, 
Width 45cm, Thickness 25cm
Trenail holes, 4cm 
diameter.
Stern Port
0003 Frame Floor timber or futtock between 42 
and 33. Sided 32cm, Moulded 16cm. 
Surface gribbled, traces of concretion
None visible. Bow Port
0004 Other Loose timber, unknown, under 100 and 
71. Length 46cm, Width 26cm, Thick-
ness 4cm.
None visible. Stern Starboard
0005 Other Loose timber, unknown, under 23. 
Length 60cm, Width 8cm, Thickness 
7cm.
None visible. Bow Port
0006 Plank Outer plank Outer plank adjacent to plank 9, pos-
sibly garboard strake. Visible length 
3.2m, Width 34cm, Thickness 10cm.
None visible. Bow Port
0007 Other Loose timber, unknown, not in situ. 
Length 45cm Width 13cm Thickness 
6cm.
None visible. Bow Starboard
0008 Plank Outer plank Outer plank in situ between 26 and 37. 
Visible length 4.8m, Width 48cm, Thick-
ness 10cm. One end heavily eroded.
Iron nails and nailholes 
visible on the inside, 
fastened to framing by 
trenails.
Bow Starboard
0009 Plank Outer plank Outer plank in situ between 6 and 48. 
Visible length 4.54m, Width 35cm, 
Thickness 10cm. One end ends under 
the ballast stone mound, the other one 
at the bow. Affected by marine borers, 
Iron cocretions are visible on the plank.
1 trenail 4 cm diam-
eter visible.
Bow Port
0010 Other Rising wood Part of the rising wood above the keel 
(31). Visible length 5.8m, Sided 48cm, 
Moulded unknown, Tapering to 24cm. 
On the surface close to the sediment 
heavily eroded and affected by marine 
borers.
Trenails and iron bolts, 
diameter up to 4cm.
Bow N/A
0011 Other Rising wood Upmost part of rising wood, above 
30, possibly joined to 12 under bal-
last mound. Visible length 1.7m, Sided 
48cm, Moulded 20cm (preserved).
Holes for trenails and 
iron bolts, diameters 
between 3cm and 
4cm.
Bow N/A
0012 Other Rising wood Rising wood joined to 11 under ballast 
mound. Could not be measured.
None visible. Bow N/A
0013 Other Loose timber, unknown, below 23 and 
5. Length 0.62m, Width ranging from 
22cm to 0.56m, Thickness 13cm.
None visible. Bow Port
0014 Other Loose timber, unknown, under 23, par-
tially buried in sediment. Length 0.67m, 
Width between 4.5cm and 7.5cm, 
Thickness 4cm.
None visible. Bow Port
0015 Other Loose timber, unknown, under 23. 
Length 0.89m, Width between 2cm and 
10cm, Thickness 6.5cm.
None visible. Bow Port
0016 Frame Chock Triangular chock in half timber 24/ part 
of half timber 24. Moulded 16.5cm x 
15.5cm, Sided 42cm.
Traces of iron fasten-
ings to rising wood.
Bow Port
0017 Frame Half timber Preserved length 49cm, Moulded 30cm 
tapering down, Sided 43.5cm. Has 
limber hole.
Connected to rising 





ID Type Subtype Description Fastenings Area Side
0018 Plank Outer plank Outer plank next to 8, same as 37 
(double tagged?). Visible length 3.3m, 
Width 23cm, Thickness 8cm-10cm. 
Ends obscured by ballast and sediment.
Bow Starboard
0019 Frame Half timber Half timber adjacent to chock 22. 
Length 50cm, Moulded 47/ 57, taper-
ing down, Sided 50cm. Limber hole 
present.
Trenail in top of half 
timber, diameter 4cm, 
concretion indicates 
metal fastening be-
tween 19 and adjacent 
22.
Bow Port
0020 Frame Half timber Length 49cm, Moulded 44cm, tapering, 




0023 Other Loose timber, unknown, covered 
by sediment. Part of the rising bow 
structure? Length 2.5m, Width at least 
0.85m, Thickness about 30cm or more. 
Maybe two parts of timber, attached to 
each other. Heavily eroded and affected 
by marine borers.
At least four iron bolt 




0025 Other Chock? Loose, small piece of timber, maybe a 
filling piece or chock in half timber 17.
None visible Bow Starboard
0026 Plank Outer plank Outer plank adjacent to plank 8 and 
36. Visible length 1.91m, Width 40cm, 
Thickness 7cm. One end damaged, 
other end obscured by ballast mound.
Attached to 29 by 
means of trenail. Fur-
ther trenails present, 
but not visible.
Bow Starboard
0028 Frame Half timber Forms half timber, together with 29. 
Length 60cm, Moulded 33.5cm taper-
ing, Sided 49cm.
Two trenails, diameter 
4cm to 4.5cm visible 
in upper surface, one 
protrudes at an angle, 
12cm. Might have 
fastened half timber to 
rising wood.
Bow Starboard
0029 Frame Half timber Forms half timber together with 28. 
Length 68cm, Moulded 48cm tapering, 
Sided 49cm. Limber hole present.
Two trenails, diam-
eter 4.5cm in upper 
surface.
Bow Starboard
0030 Other Rising wood Part of the rising wood, sandwiched be-
tween 10 and 11. Visible length 3.1m, 
Moulded 40cm, Sided 50cm.
Number of trenail 
holes, 4cm diameter 
and iron bolts, 3cm 
diameter.
Bow N/A
0031 Keel Lowermost component of central logi-
tudinal assembly in the bow, most likely 
the keel. Mostly covered by sediment. 
Moulded at least 14cm, Sided 45cm.
None visible. Bow N/A
0032 Plank Outer plank Besides outer plank 41. Length un-
known, Width 32cm, Thickness 7cm.
Traces of an iron nail 
or bolt.
Bow Port
0033 Frame Floor timber 
or futtock
Floor timber or futtock adjacent to 3. 
Length unknown, Moulded unknown, 
sided ca. 30cm. Barely visible under bal-
last mound.
None visible. Bow Port
0034 Plank Outer plank Outer plank at the edge of the ballast 
mound adjacent to 41. Length un-
known, Width 32cm, Thickness 7cm.
None visible. Bow Port
0035 Plank Outer plank Outer plank between planks 44 and 
PB7. Length unknown, Width 32cm, 
Thickness 12cm.
None visible. Bow Port
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0036 Plank Outer plank Outer plank next to 26. Length un-
known, Preserved width 15cm, Pre-
served thickness 6.5cm.
None visible. Bow Starboard
0038 Frame Half timber Part of half timber (together with 39). 
Length 0.7m, Moulded 83.5cm, taper-
ing, Sided 44.5cm.
Three trenails, 4.5cm 
diameter.
Bow Starboard
0039 Frame Half timber Part of half timber (together with 38) 
(chock/ filling piece). Length ca. 50cm, 
Moulded 16.5cm, Sided 44.5cm.
One iron nail or bolt in 
the side, 2cm diam-
eter.
Bow Starboard
0040 Frame Half timber Forms a half timber together with 46 
(chock, filling piece). Triangular shape, 
10cm x 10cm x 7cm.
None visible. Bow Port
0041 Plank Outer plank Outer plank between planks 32 and 34. 
Length unknown, Width 36cm, Thick-
ness 7cm. Traces of concretion.
None visible. Bow Port
0042 Frame Floor timber 
or futtock
Floor timber of futtock between 3 and 
45. Visible length 1.07m, Moulded 
20cm, Sided 32cm. Traces of concre-
tion.
None visible. Bow Port
0043 Plank Outer plank Outer plank between planks 44 and 48. 
Visible length 0.7m, Width 38cm, Thick-
ness 10cm.
Single trenail, 4.5cm 
diameter, connecting 
plank to half timber 
49.
Bow Port
0044 Plank Outer plank Outer plank between planks 43 and 
35. Visible length 35cm, Width 34cm, 
Thickness 10cm.
Single trenail, 4cm di-
ameter, fastening the 
plank to frame 45.
Bow Port
0046 Frame Half timber Half timber to which chock or filling 
piece 40 is connected. Length 0.6m, 
Moulded 38cm/37cm tapering, Sided 
48cm.
None visible. Bow Port
0048 Plank Outer plank Outer plank between planks 9 and 43. 
Visible length 2.3m, Width 40cm, Thick-
ness 10cm.
None visible. Bow Port
0049 Frame Half timber Forms half timber together with 50 
(filling piece, chock). Length 41cm, 
Moulded (max) 46cm tapering, Sided 
51cm.
Two trenails, one in 
gap between 50 and 
49, one at the edge, 
diameter 4cm - 4.5cm.
Bow Port
0050 Frame Half timber Forms half timber together with filling 
piece/ chock 49. Length unknown, 
Moulded 62cm/53cm tapering, Sided 
47cm.
None visible. Bow Port
0051 Plank Outer plank Eroded part of outer plank adjacent to 
plank 50. Visible length 0.87m, Pre-
served width 11cm, Thickness 9cm.
None visible. Stern Starboard
0052 Other Loose timber, unknown, under 54. Vis-
ible length 1.12m, Width 20cm, Thick-
ness at least 30cm.
Trenail and iron bolt, 
4cm- 4.5cm diameter.
Stern Starboard
0053 Frame Half timber Half timber notched into rising wood 
62/73. Length 22cm, Moulded 34cm, 
Sided 42cm. Limber hole present. Metal 
concretion on top.
None visible. Stern Starboard
0054 Other Loose timber, unknown, lies on top of 
52. Length 14cm, Width 15cm, Thick-
ness 4.5cm.
None visible. Stern Starboard
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0055 Plank Outer plank Outer plank adjacent to plank 71. 
Visible length at least 2.75m, Width 
at least 35cm, Thickness at least 6cm. 
Heavily eroded where exposed and 
tapering towards the stern.
Single trenail visible, 
4cm diameter.
Stern Port
0056 Other Rising wood Most likely first layer of rising wood 
above the keel (further excavation 
would be needed to ascertain this). 
Joined to 62 with scarf joint. Visible 
length 5.58m, Moulded ca. 50cm, Sided 
50cm. Notched on the moulded face to 
receive half timbers. Badly eroded to-
wards the stern and tapering out. Iron 
concretion on surface and in notches, 
possibly from driftbolts fastening the 
half timbers.
Various trenails 
(3cm - 4cm diameter) 
and iron bolts (3cm 
diameter) in the upper 
surface (see drawing).
Stern N/A
0057 Frame Half timber Length 17cm. Moulded 29cm tapering, 
Sided 48cm. Limber hole present.
Single trenail, diam-
eter 3cm, connecting 
planking.
Stern Starboard
0058 Frame Half timber Length 14cm, Moulded 23cm, Sided 
25cm. Very fragmentary preservation, 
heavily eroded and affected by marine 
borers. Limber hole present.




0059 Other Loose timber, unknown, under plank 
60. Length 1.16m, Width between 
10cm and 23.5cm, Thickness up to 
28cm. A lot of smaller pieces of timber 
underneath.
Single trenail, protrud-
ing at an angle (19cm).
Stern Starboard
0060 Plank Outer plank Outer plank adjacent to plank 61. Vis-
ible length 3.6m, Width 33cm, Thick-
ness 9cm.
Single trenail visible, 
3cm diameter.
Stern Starboard
0061 Plank Outer plank Outer plank connected to planks 60 
and 51. Visible length 0.9m, Preserved 
width between 10cm and 5cm, Thick-
ness 9cm.
None visible. Stern Starboard
0062 Other Rising wood Part of rising wood joined to 56 with a 
scarf joint. Length unknown, Moulded 
14cm (at least, not more visible), Sided 
50cm.
Single visible fasten-
ing, obscured by tar.
Stern N/A
0064 Other Loose timber, unknown, jammed 
underneath 56. Length 2.28m, Width 
between 64cm and 31cm, Thickness 
36cm.
Single trenail visible, 
diameter 4cm.
Stern N/A
0065 Plank Outer plank Outer plank adjacent to plank 60. Par-
tially exposed for a length of 48cm and 
width of 6cm. Could not be measured 
accurately.
None visible. Stern Starboard
0071 Plank Outer plank Outer plank adjacent to plank 55. Vis-
ible length 2.5m, Width 30cm, Thick-
ness 6cm (probably more, could only 
be measured at edge). Eroded at end 
towards stern. One edge covered by 
concretion.
Number of trenails 
(4cm diameter) and 
iron bolt holes (3cm 
diameter) visible.
Stern Port
0072 Frame Half timber Visible length 12cm, Moulded 49cm, 
Sided 40cm. Concretion underneath 
prevented measuring the full length 
and might obscure limber hole.
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0073 Other Rising wood Part of rising wood on top of 62/56. 
Visible length 0.9m, Moulded varies 
from 2cm to 10cm where visible, Sided 
47cm. Badly eroded.
Traces of various 




0074 Other Loose timber, plank shaped, unknown, 
under 85. Length 3.1m, Width between 
26cm and 31cm, Thickness 9cm. Tool-
marks visible, iron concretion present 
on one side.
Three trenails in tim-
ber, diameters 4cm.
Stern Starboard
0075 Other Loose timber, unknown. Length 1.25m, 
Width 46cm, Thickness between 15cm 




0081 Other Loose timber, unknown. Length 1.04m, 
Width between 43cm and 48cm, Thick-
ness 15cm. Heavily eroded.
None visible. Stern Starboard
0082 Other Loose timber, unknown. Length 1.2m, 
Width 34cm, Thickness 30cm. Heavily 
eroded.
Single trenail hole, 
eroded, diameter 5cm.
Stern Starboard
0083 Other Loose timber, unknown. Length 1.3m, 
Width between 25cm and 36.5cm, 
Thickness up to 12cm. Heavily eroded 
and covered by concretion.
None visible. Stern Starboard
0084 Other Loose timber, unknown, next to 85, 91 
(possibly plank?). Length 2.52m, Width 
between 15cm and 19cm, Thickness 
9cm.
None visible. Stern N/A
0085 Other Loose timber, unknown, adjacent to 84. 
Length 2.51m, Width 35.5cm, Thickness 
5.5cm.
Three trenails with a 
diameter of 4cm.
Stern Starboard
0089 Frame Half timber Length 15cm, Moulded 47cm, Sided 
47cm. Limber hole present 8cm from 
the preserved top of the timber. Poor 
preservation, heavily eroded.
None visible. Stern Port
0091 Other Loose timber, unknown, jammed under 
56 at the stern. Possibly plank. Length 
2.6m, Width 25cm to 29.5cm, Thickness 
5.5cm. Timber is covered by concretion.
Two trenail holes and 
possibly remains of 
iron nail or bolt.
Stern N/A
0092 Other Loose timber, unknown. Length 1.73m, 
Width between 43cm and 20cm, Thick-
ness 23cm. Has a number of holes (for 
trenails?) in the upper surface, includ-
ing a larger square hole. Recessed at 
the side, just like rising wood. Heavily 
eroded.
Number of trenail? 
holes.
Stern Starboard
0093 Other Loose timber, unknown, jammed under 
56. Visible length 91cm, Width 22cm, 
Thickness 8cm to 17cm. Affected by 
marine borers and covered by concre-
tion.
Single trenail, 4cm 
diameter.
Stern Starboard
0094 Other Loose timber, unknown, under 56, 64. 
Covered by sediment and irregular 
shape. Approximate length 38cm.
None visible. Stern N/A
0095 Other Loose timber, unknown, jammed under 
56. Length 70cm, Width between 10cm 
and 15cm, Thickness could not be 
measured.
None visible. Stern Port
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0096 Frame Half timber? Half timber?, just exposed under ballast 
mound. Length could not be measured 
due to sediment level, but at least 
20cm, Moulded at least 66cm, tapering, 
Sided at least 44cm.
None visible. Stern Starboard
0098 Other "Loose timber, unknown. None visible. Stern Starboard
0099 Other Mostly covered by sediment. Visible 
length 97cm, Width 41cm, Thickness 
13cm (as exposed)."
Two trenail holes vis-
ible, diameter 4cm.
Stern Starboard
0100 Other Loose timber, unknown, partially cov-
ered by sediment. Length at least 2m, 
Width 33cm, Thickness 7cm.
None visible. Stern Starboard
Loose timber, unknown, under 60. 







Catalogue of finds made up to October 2010. As 
described in section 7, the finds are sorted by arte-
fact group and find number/ ID. Previously assigned 
find numbers are noted, where known. See Plan 4 and 5, Appendix IV for information on their location.
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Ship’s equipment and rigging
ID 501Found 3.35m along baseline BL01, 90cm to port side, bow.Slightly less than half of a parrel truck with traces of use within the inner cylinder. Decorative groove, with sharp edges, runs around the parrel truck. 4cm x 11cm x 8cm.
ID 509Found outside the bow on the port side.Rope or line of three 6mm strands. Z-twist with short 
fibres. Length 11cm, Ø 1cm.
ID 514
Surface find in bow area.Broken shell half of wooden block. Beveled surface with notch. Traces of wear are apparent. 23.5cm x 7.5cm x 4.5cm.
ID 515Found outside the bow on the port side.Trilaterated from DP 3 (3.67m) and 4 (15.67m)Part of a wooden deadeye with remains of three 
holes. 10cm x 16cm. Holes Ø 3.5cm.
ID 1005/ Old ID 5Found 5 m outside the port side at the bow.
Lead weight. Ø 10.9cm.
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ID 1035/ Old ID 19Location unknown.Sounding lead, pitted. Length 26.2cm.
ID 1043/ Old ID 18Location: surroundings, east of wreckOne bolt. Slightly curved and heavily corroded on one 
side. Length 63.1cm, middle Ø 3.5cm, head Ø 4.2cm.
ID 1088/ Old ID 39Location: Bow, starboard side aft of frame 38/39.Six pieces of lead, one very regular, square shape with concave sides, holes in each corner and centre, pos-sibly compass lead weights (as found on Kronan)? 6.5cm x 6.5cm.
ID 1119Location unknown.Double sheave block housing, intact. 35cm x 12cm x 7cm.
ID 1120Location unknown.Wooden sheave. 2.4cm x 11.4cm.
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ID 1121Location unknown.Wooden sheave. Diameter 11.4cm, width 2.4cm.
ID 1122Location unknown.Wooden sheave. 2.3cm x 12cm.
ID 1123Location unknown.Wooden sheave. 3.1cm x 14cm.
ID 1124Location unknown.Wooden sheave. 2.5cm x 12cm.
ID 1125Location unknown.Wooden sheave pin. 11cm x 2.3cm.
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ID 1126Location unknown.Wooden sheave pin. 9cm x 2.9cm.
ID 1127Location unknown.Wooden sheave pin. 10cm x 2cm.
ID 1128Location unknown.Wooden sheave pin. 10.5cm x 2.7cm.
ID 1129Location unknown.Wooden sheave pin. 13cm x 2.8cm.
ID 1130Location unknown.Wooden sheave pin. 11cm x 2.5cm.
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ID 1131Location unknown.Half of wooden block housing. 19.5cm x 14.5cm.
ID 1132Location unknown.Half of wooden block housing. 18.4cm x 14cm.
ID 1133Location unknown.Part of wooden block housing. 23cm x 9cm.
ID 1134Location unknown.Part of wooden block housing. 21cm x 7cm.
ID 1135Location unknown.Part of wooden block housing. 22cm x 8cm.
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ID 1136Location unknown.Half wooden parrel truck. 9.5cm x 5.5cm.
ID 1137Location unknown.Wooden parrel truck. 8.3cm x 7.4cm.
ID 1138Location unknown.Large wooden parrel truck. 9.5cm x 12cm.
ID 1141Found outside the port side of the bow, left in situ.
Rope, perhaps a hawser. Ø 6cm.
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ID 1004/ Old ID 40Found port side of stern.
Solid iron round shot. Ø 10.5cm - 11.5cm.
ID 1007/ Old ID 4Location unknown.1 small piece of lead. 11 small lead shot 1 x 1cm. One larger lead shot 2 x 2cm. One very regular lead plate, square shape with concave sides, holes in each cor-ner and center, possibly compass lead weights (as found on Kronan)? 6.5cm x 6.5cm.One lead button.
ID 1012/ Old ID 7Found ca. 20m away from port side.
180 lead musket balls. Ø 1.6cm.
ID 1015/ Old ID 7Found ca. 20m from port side.
Nine musket balls with casting knot. Ø 1.7cm.
ID 1018/ Old ID 7Found ca. 20m from port side.




ID 1024/ Old ID 1Location unknown.82 lead shot in three sizes.
1) 23 small lead shot. Ø 1.1cm - 1.3cm. 2) 19 medium 
lead shot, 11 with sprue still attached. Ø 1.5cm - 
1.7cm. Sprue length 0.5cm - 0.7cm, Ø 0.6 - 0.7cm. 3) 
40 large lead shot. Ø 1.7cm - 1.9cm.
ID 1034/ Old ID 7Found ca. 20m from the bow on the port side.
Piece of lead, possibly gun flint clamp?
ID 1040/ Old ID 7Found ca. 20m from the bow on the port side.
Two lead musket balls. Ø 1.2cm.
ID 1053/ Old ID 28Location: Surroundings (see Figure 24 for location)20 lead shot. 18 large, one medium and one small.
ID 1054/ Old ID 71Location: Surroundings (see Figure 24 for location).Three pieces of a sword hilt. Presumably brass alloy. 1) Pommel, egg shaped with vertical rips. Piece of the former blade remains inside. Circular hole at the bottom. Spike at the side (probably attached to the guard handle). 2) Sword handle. A middle piece, also with vertical rips and residue of iron or steel from the blade inside. 
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Vertical guard part has two horn-shaped spikes and one formerly moveable end. One C-shaped part cov-ers the side, thicker in the middle. 3) Sword handguard: Apple-shaped, ribs left and right of the former blade, followed by square-shaped grids on the left and right side. Both grids are dam-aged at one side. Floral ornamentation between both grids.
ID 1056/ Old ID 29Location: Surroundings (see Figure 24 for location)Two sword hilt fragments, pommel and hand guard. Apparently gilted bronze.
ID 1068/ Old ID 52Location unknown.110 Lead shot of assorted sizes. 
75 large, Ø 1.6cm. One medium, Ø 1.4cm.
30 small, Ø 1cm. Four lead fragments.
ID 1078/ Old ID 41Location: Surroundings (see Figure 24 for location).
Iron cannon ball, Ø 12.5cm.
ID 1094/ Old ID 60Location: Stern, port side between frames 89 and 72.
Three lead musket balls. Ø 1cm.
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ID 1095/ Old ID 63Location: Stern, starboard side, between frames 57 and 53.Three spherical musket balls.
One deformed musket ball. Ø 1.1cm.
ID 1103/ Old ID 59Location unknown.Assorted lead shot.
Three large, Ø 1.7cm. 16 small, Ø 1cm.One lead piece, 3.5cm x 0.6cm.
ID 1104/ Old ID 62Location: Stern, starboard side between frames 53 and 57.
Lead musketball. Ø 1cm
ID 1108/ Old ID 55Found outside the port side of the bow.10 large lead shot, two of which are heavily deformed. 
Ø 1.8cm.
Three smaller lead shot, Ø 1.1cm.
ID 1109/ Old ID 58Location: Bow, starboard side, aft of frame 38.
Seven lead musket balls, Ø 1.6 - 1.9cm.
Five lead musket balls, Ø 1.2 - 1.3cm.Two lead fragments, the largest being 5.1cm x 4.3cm.
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ID 1110/ Old ID 75Location unknown.Graphitized solid iron shot (part of grape shot?). The 
iron is corroded and cracked in some parts. Ø 3.2cm.
ID 1111/ Old ID 66Location: Stern, port side aft of frame 72.
Lead musket ball. Ø 1.1cm.
ID 1112/ Old ID 69Location: Surroundings (see Figure 24 for location)
73 lead musket balls, Ø 1.6cm - 1.7cm. Two stick together, some show signs of the casting process.
ID 1115/ Old ID 70Location: Surroundings (see Figure 24 for location).Assorted lead shot.
Six small shot, Ø 1cm. 55 medium shot, Ø 1.5cm. Four 
large shot with sprue, Ø 2cm.
One cylinder with a domed and a flat end.
One unidentified lead piece.
ID 1139Location unknown.
Unidentified wooden item. Lathe turned with bevels and OG curves. 22cm long x 8.3cm diameter. Central hole for shaft has a diameter of 4.5cm A similar item 
has been identified as rammer on the wreck of the Danish Frigate Lossen (1717).
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ID 500Found at port side of the bow, near tag no. 44.Group of three ceramic fragments.
1) part of the base of a glazed fine stone ware vessel, of white colour. Max length 7.2cm, max width 2.2cm.2) part of the body from the fragment mentioned 
above, also glazed fine stone ware vessel, of white colour. Manufacturing marks visible on the inner part of the fragment. Max length 3.7cm, max width 3.1cm.3) This fragment is coarse earthenware, most likely the lip/rim of a vessel. The inside of the fragment is blackened, either intentionally or due to repeated use for cooking. Colour is slightly visible on the out-side face. Max length 5cm, max width 2.4cm.
ID 502Found at bow between frame 40 and 19, port side.Fragment of a wooden barrel stave. 1.5cm x 27.7cm x 8.8cm.
ID 504Found 1m outside the bow on the port side.Wooden stave with groove on one end. Probably a bucket or barrel stave. 4.7cm x 1.4cm x 24.8cm.




ID 510Found outside the bow on the port side.Two pieces of wood, probably parts of a stave for a barrel or a bucket. The largest has a groove about 2.6cm from the end, indicating there was a connec-tion with the bottom part of the barrel or bucket. Both pieces are severely damaged. Large part: 33.2cm x 4.8 xcm x 0.9cm. Small part: 8cm x 3.6cm x 0.9cm. Estimated total preserved length: 37cm
ID 512
Found in the stern area (surface find).Wooden plug with one smooth face. 3cm x 7.7cm x 2.4cm. Possible bung for barrel.
ID 516Found outside the bow on the port side.Trilaterated from DP 3 (6.2m) and 4 (14.10m).Top of a barrel? in three pieces. 14.5cm x 37cm. No markings visible.
ID 1001/ Old ID 4Location unknown.Six pieces of glass with patina. From 2cm to 8cm in size. Includes base of a case gin.
ID 1002/ Old ID 4Location unknown.Two pieces of pottery.1) Stoneware, light grey outside with terracotta col-oured inside. Salt glazed.2) Glazed coarseware. Light yellow outside with stronger yellow inside.
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ID 1003/ Old ID 6Location: ca. 20m off port sidePewter top with button for a stoneware vessel?. Covered in white zinc oxide and lead oxide crystals. 
Height 2.8cm, Ø 7.7cm.
ID 1011/ Old ID 9Location: Bow, portside between frames 19 and 40.Three pieces of grey-white salt glazed stoneware and four sherds of black-grey coarse earthenware with orange glaze.All c. 2 x 3cm.
ID 1019/ Old ID 10Location: Bow, port side, forward of frame 16/24.29 German stoneware sherds, one with blue glaze on it. Seven pieces of red earthenware.One fragment of clay pipe stem.
ID 1022/ Old ID 11Location: Bow, starboard side between frames 20 and 28/29.Four pieces of ceramic, three of which are stone-ware with light grey outside and light orange inside. Lengths 1.6 - 3.4cm.
One fragment of a clay pipe stem. Ø 0.7cm.
ID 1023/ Old ID 15Location: Bow, port side between frames 50 and 45.One piece of stoneware with soft glaze.
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ID 1028/ Old ID 12Found near frame 16/24 at the port side of the bow.Three pieces of stoneware.1) Side A salmon pink colour. Side B light grey with rippled glaze. 2) Side A pale yellow in colour. Side B beige with darker colour on corner. Glazed. 3) Side A salmon pink in colour. Trace and other colour run-ning across. Side B blue-grey glaze.
ID 1039/ Old ID 22Location: Bow, port side between frames 20 and 29.Two pieces of light grey german stoneware (no join surfaces). Exterior lead salt glaze, light grey with a fewer darker inclusions. Interior ridges in light tan colouring. Fine grey fabric. One piece of grey clay pipe stem. Dark grey interior 
with central hole. Length 2.3cm, Ø 0.8cm.
ID 1045/ Old ID 21Location: Bow, starboard side aft of frame 38.Three pieces of ceramic, including stoneware and earthenware.
ID 1050/ Old ID 26Location: Bow, starboard side between frames 20 and 29.Four pieces of grey stoneware.
ID 1058Found between frame 29 and plank 27.Two pieces of salt glazed stoneware, both wheel turned. 4.6cm x 0.4cm x 5.7cm.
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ID 1059Found at the port side of the bow near frame 40/46.
Brown-green fine earthenware, glazed with an orange body. Yellow glaze on the interior. 3.4cm x 4.6cm x 0.6cm.
ID 1061Found outside the starboard side of the bow.
Piece of fine earthenware sherd. Dark green glaze with a band of brown glaze. 2.5cm x 4.7cm x 0.8cm.
ID 1062Found outside the port side of the bow.
Three pieces of patina glass. Two flat pieces and one thicker piece, perhaps of a bottle. 1.4cm x 3.4cm x 0.2cm.
ID 1065Found outside the port side of the bow.
Thick piece of highly devitrified green wood glass. 3.4cm x 0.9cm x 5.6cm.
ID 1066Found outside the port side of the bow.
Thin brown fine earthenware with a orange body and a light brown glaze. 2.8cm x 0.4cm x 3.7cm.
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ID 1071/ Old ID 48Location: Bow, starboard side, between frames 17 and 20.Two pipe stem fragments.Three pottery fragments, one black with a glazed side and one grey mottled with a glazed side.
ID 1074/ Old ID 32Location: Bow, starboard side aft of frame 38/39.Small sherd of earthenware with orange glazing. 1.9cm x 2.6cm x 0.7cm.
ID 1083/ Old ID 39Location: Bow, starboard side aft of frame 38/39.Five small fragments of turned ceramics, one with glazing.
ID 1084/ Old Id 39Location: Bow, starboard side aft of frame 38/39.17 small sherds of glass, all in tones of green. 2.6cm x 1.3cm.
ID 1085/ Old ID 36Location unknown.Three fragments of stoneware1) 3.5cm x 1.7cm.2) 2.2cm x 2.1cm.3) 1.5cm x 1.3cm.
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ID 1091/ Old ID 37Location: Bow, starboard side, between frames 28 and 38.Four ceramic fragments.1) Coarse earthenware, unglazed black body. 3.8cm x 2.3cm x 0.9cm. 2) Coarse earthenware, unglazed red body. 2.9cm x 2.1cm x 0.6cm. 3) Stoneware, salt glazed grey. 4.3cm x 2.6cm x 4.6cm. 4) Stoneware, salt glazed grey. 2.8cm x 1.7cm x 4cm.
ID 1092/ Old ID 37Location: Bow, starboard side, between frames 28 and 38.
Four pieces of glass from a container, and five pieces of window type glass. 4.3cm x 4.2cm.
ID 1096/ Old ID 25Location: Bow, port side between frames 19 and 46.Four pieces of stoneware. Light grey, light yellow, double grey.4.9cm x 3.1cm x 0.5cm.2.7cm x 1.9cm x 0.4cm.
ID 1089/ Old ID 72Location: Stern, port side, between frames 89 and 72.
One piece of devitrified glass. 4.0cm x 2.5cm.
ID 1105/ Old ID 59Location unknown.
Two devitrified glass sherds. Perhaps originally green. 5.3cm x 6.5cm x 0.4cm.
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ID 1113/ Old ID 57Location: Bow, starboard side between frames 20 and 29.Fragments of glass vessel.One fragment from the body (7.9cm x 10cm) and one from the bottom (13cm x 9.2cm).
ID 1116/ Old ID 38Location: Bow, port side between frames 46 and 50.Three sherds of ceramics.1) Red earthenware with small stones, yellow glazed surface, rim.2) Stoneware, skin coloured. Glazed inside surface.3) Stoneware with preparation marks inside. Glazed, outside green and inside sand coloured.
ID 1117/ Old ID 56Location: Bow, starboard side near ballast stones.Seven pieces of a glass bottle, two pieces of window glass.Five shards of different size and shape.Most of the glass is patinated.
ID 1118/ Old ID 19Location unknown.“Bartmann Krug”Top half of a Bellarmine jug - broken into two pieces, glued together. Original surfaces/edges at rim and handle. Bearded face design on neck/shoulder 6cm x 3cm. On shoulder, near break, the number “3” is 6cm directly below the face. It is 3.6cm x 1.9cm. It 
was made with a pointed tool before firing - appears as connected dots. 6.5cm to the left of this is a wear 
or firing mark - possibly made when the piece was 
fired in kiln and touched another ceramic item. Dark-brown/orange lead glaze on a grey/brown fab-ric with small white and black inclusions. Interior wheel-making ridges present. Interior of neck has 
orange-red discolourations from firing. Mouth max 
Ø 5cm min Ø 3cm. Handle max width 2.5cm. Neck height 7.3cm.
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ID 1140/ Old ID 3Location: Portside bow, between frame 46 and 19Wooden beaker. Lathe turned.  Wall thickness 0.4-0.5cm with a small crown shaped mark in the bot-tom. 9.5cm x 11.5cm.
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ID 505Found 1m outside the bow on the port side.Clay pipe stem of pale colour, broken off both ends. 
Length 5cm, Ø 0.9cm, hole Ø1.5 mm.
ID 506Found outside the starboard side of the bow.Small clay pipe stem fragment with dark grey colora-
tion. Length 2.6cm, Ø 0.6cm.
ID 511Found outside the bow on the port side.Ceramic pipe stem fragment of grey-blue colour. 
Length 4.4cm, Ø 0.6 - 0.8cm.
ID 1009/ Old ID 8Location unknown.
Circular button, domed top. Decorated with flower motif consisting of 10 laminae and 30 peripherally 
placed dots. Bent loop shank. Zinc or pewter. Ø 3.5cm.
ID 1014/ Old ID 1Location unknown.Group of seven buttons. All shanks are broken. Vari-ous designs: Flat or concave tops. Four buttons with-out decoration. One of the larger with a rim running around the top. Two smaller have the same ornamen-




The five smaller are pewter and the two larger brass. 
Ø 1.4 - 1.7cm.
ID 1016/ Old ID 6Location: Approximately 20m forward of port side bow.Circular domed button with hollow top. Gilt decora-
tion. Shank missing. Copper alloy. Ø 2.8cm.
ID 1036/ Old ID 14Location: Bow, port side, between frames 46 and 50.One fragment of a clay pipe stem, 2cm long.One piece of glazed stoneware.
ID 1041/ Old ID 16Location: Bow, starboard side between frames 20 and 28/29.Bowl of clay tobacco pipe. Fine line of milling around partially broken rim. Blackened interior indicates use. Small spur shaped heel. Maker’s mark on the bowl: Moving snake surrounded by corded belt.
ID 1044/ Old ID 2Location unknown.18 fragments of leather associated with a shoe.Leather upper, sole cut symmetrically, no left/ right distinguishable. Traces of stitching at bottom. Heel made of layered birch, fastened with wooden plugs. 5.2 cm x 14.3cm x 6.8cm.
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ID 1055/ Old ID 71Location: Surroundings (see Figure 24 for location).Two pieces of a belt buckle, presumable brass or bronze.1) Tongue, C-shaped with a hole in the middle, thick-ened head. 2) Double looped, oval shaped ring of a buckle, slightly bent. Central spindle intact, tongue missing. Reverse curve in frame indicates use for thick material (leather).
ID 1057/ Old ID 54Found between frames at the bow. Three fragments of clay pipe stems, one part of a bowl (piece of rim missing, evidence for heel).
ID 1060/ Old ID 68Location: Stern, port side, between frames 89 and 72.
Three pieces of pipe stems, two of which fit together (A and B), and one is attached to an iron concretion 
(A). Two are larger in diameter (A and B, Ø 0.8cm). C 
is Ø 0.6cm.
ID 1077/ Old ID 35Location: Bow, starboard side aft of frame 38/39.
Two fragments of clay pipe stems. Length 3.2cm, Ø 0.6cm.
ID 1082/ Old ID 35Location: Bow, starboard side aft of frame 38/39.
Unadorned pewter button, flat top and base, with loop shank. 1.4cm x 1.5cm.
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ID 1086/ Old ID 36Location unknown.Fragment of a pipe stem. 1.9cm x 0.8cm.
ID 1097/ Old ID 64Location: Stern, starboard side between frames 89 and 72.Metal needle. 2.1cm x 0.5mm. A similar needle was found on Lossen, the wreck of a Danish frigate from 
1717, and identified as document needle.
ID 1100/ Old ID 65Location: Stern, starboard side between frames 53 and 571) Fragment of pipe stem.2) Ceramic sherd. Glazed both sides, red outside and light yellow inside. 9.3cm x 0.3cm.
ID 1101/ Old ID 61Location: Stern, starboard side between frames 57 and 53.Pipe stem, broken at both ends. The white colour has changed to grey and black on certain areas. 6.0cm x 0.7cm.
ID 1106/ Old ID 55Found outside the port side of the bow.
One pewter button, flat top and base, unadorned, 
loop shank, Ø 2.0cm.One metal (copper alloy) buckle, rectangular outline with slot on one of the long sides. Central spindle 
intact, tongue of looped, flat wire. 4cm x 2.8cm.
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ID 1006/ Old ID 24Found between frame 46 and 50, outside the bow on the port side.Hollow animal horn. 11cm x 2.7cm.
ID 1020/ Old ID 10Location: Bow, port side, forward of frame 16/24.Six bone pieces, bos taurus. Lengths 6 - 22cm.
ID 1021/ Old ID 11Location: Bow, starboard side between frames 20 and 28/29.
Two pieces of flat bone, one with a complete ligature end.
ID 1027/ Old ID 16Location: Bow, starboard side between frames 20 and 28/29.
One bone, unidentified.
ID 1031/ Old ID 16Location: Bow, starboard side between frames 20 and 28/29.




ID 1037/ Old ID 14Location: Bow, port side, between frames 46 and 50.
One small piece of bone, unidentified. Length 2cm.
ID 1042/ Old ID 22Location: Bow, starboard side, between frames 20 and 29.One piece of bone with cutmarks. 7.7cm x 5.6cm.
ID 1049/ Old ID 25Location: Bow, port side, between frames 19 and 40.Three bone fragments, blackend.1) 4.5cm x 5.5cm.2) 7.5cm x 1.5cm.3) 4cm x 1cm.
ID 1052/ Old ID 53Location: Bow, port side, between frames 46 and 50.One piece of bone (shoulder blade of pig). 11cm x 7.5cm.
ID 1067
Surface find bow area.Medium sized vertebrae from a terrestrial mammal without butchers marks. 5cm x 6.4cm x 4.5cm.
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ID 1073/ Old ID 48Location: Bow, starboard side, between frames 17 and 20.Two pieces of bone. 2.4cm x 12.9cm.
ID 1075/ Old ID 27Found by frame 24 at the port side of the bow.Lumbar vertebra of young Bos Taurus.
ID 1076/ Old ID 27Found by frame 24 at the port side of the bow.Pelvic bone of pig.
ID 1079/ Old ID 35Location: Bow, starboard side aft of frame 38/39.Piece of bone. 1.3cm x 4.4cm.
ID 1081/ Old ID 35Location: Bow, starboard side aft of frame 38/39.Bone fragment. 1.6cm x 0.9cm.
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ID 1089/ Old ID 38Location: Bow, port side between frames 46 and 50.Bone. 3.5cm x 2cm.
ID 1093/ Old ID 37Location: Bow, starboard side, between frames 28 and 38.Bone fragment with traces of butchery. 5.6cm x 7.8cm x 0.8cm.
ID 1099/ Old ID 73Location: Stern, port side, between frames 89 and 72.Small seed or core of a fruit. 1cm x 2cm.
ID 1107/ Old Id 57Location: Stern, port side, between frames 89 and 72.Three pieces of bone, all less than 6cm.
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ID 503Found when dredging between the bow frames, port side.
Unidentified piece of wood. 3.5cm x 6cm x 17.5cm.
ID 507Found outside the bow on the starboard side.Wood lock of some kind, for furniture. Presence of tenons on both sides. Bevelled on both faces. Indents seem to be intentional. 4cm x 48.5cm x 2.7cm.
ID 513
Surface find bow area.Piece of wood with bevelled end and treenail hole or 
notch. 18.5cm x 6cm x 7cm. Hole Ø 4.5cm.
ID 1008/ Old ID 9Location: Bow, port side between frames 19 and 40.Eight assorted small potash and woodglass frag-ments (window?).




ID 1013/ Old ID 10Location: Bow, port side, forward of frame 16/24.
Lead band, unidentified. 5cm x 2.9cm. Could be part of a window pane.
ID 1017/ Old ID 7Found ca. 20m from port side.Three metal objects. 
1) Lead. Length 23cm, Ø 0.7cm.
2) Lead. Length 30.5cm, Ø 1cm.
3) Pewter. Ø 3.1cm.
ID 1025/ Old ID 11Location: Bow, starboard side between frames 20 and 28/29.
Five pieces of flat window? glass. Light green devitri-
fied. Lengths 0.1cm - 1.5cm.
ID 1026/ Old ID 7Found ca. 20m from port side.
Six unidentified pieces of lead.
ID 1029/ Old ID 20Location: Bow, starboard side between frames 29/38.Four pieces of window? glass.1) White, opaque. Length 1.8cm.2) Light green, transparent. Length 2.5cm.3) Dark grey, opaque. Length 2.1cm.4) Light purple/green, transparent. Length 2.2cm.
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ID 1030/ Old ID 21Location: Bow, starboard side aft of frame 38.Small piece of wood.
ID 1032/ Old ID 27Location: Bow, starboard side aft of frame 38.Four pieces of window? glass. Length 1cm.
ID 1033/ Old ID 22Location: Bow, starboard side between frames 20 and 28/29.Three pieces of window? glass.
ID 1038/ Old ID 14Location: Bow, port side, between frames 46 and 50.Four small pieces of glass.
ID 1046/ Old ID 25Location: Bow, port side, between frames 19 and 40.
Five pieces of flat glass, devitrafied and opaque. Win-dow glass?
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ID 1047/ Old ID 23Location: Bow, starboard side, forward of frame 17.Seven small pieces of glass, some with patina.
ID 1048/ Old ID 26Location: Bow, starboard side between frames 20 and 29.Six pieces of glass, light green and shiny. 
Four pieces Ø 3 - 4 mm. 
Two pieces Ø 1.5 mm.
ID 1051/ Old ID 28Location: Surroundings (see Figure 24 for location)
One ring, brass or copper. Ø 4.6cm.Two small fragments of copper alloy.
ID 1063Found outside the port side of the bow.
Thin piece of flat wood glass. 1.1cm x 1.5cm x 1.2cm.
ID 1064Found at the port side of the bow.
Two unidentified pewter fragments. They retain a fair amount of weight, but lack any surviving original surface. 0.9cm x 0.2cm x 2.7cm.
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ID 1069/ Old ID 36Location unknown.
Two pieces of patina devitrified pieces of glass.
10 pieces of flat blue-green glass. 3.3cm x 2.5cm.
ID 1070/ Old ID 32Location: Bow, starboard side aft of frame 38/39.
14 pieces of flat blue-green  glass. 2.2cm x 3.4cm.
ID 1072/ Old ID 48Location: Bow, starboard side, between frames 17 and 20.24 pieces of glass, some of green colour and some clear.
ID 1080/ Old ID 35Location: Bow, starboard side aft of frame 38/39.
11 pieces of green flat glass.One piece of domed glass.Two pieces of patinated glass.
ID 1087/ Old ID 38Location: Bow, port side between frames 46 and 50.
Four pieces of flat blue-green glass. 4.3cm x 1.9cm.3.9cm x 1.5cm.2.2cm x 1.5cm.2.6cm x 1cm.
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ID 1090/ Old ID 37Location: Bow, starboard side, between frames 28 and 38.Brown to black blacksmith’s slag. 8.0cm x 6.0cm.
ID 1102/ Old ID 59Location unknown.
One unidentified lead object.One copper alloy ring.One button with moulded, eroded top, loop shank is loose and bent.
Ø 1.7cm.















Glass type Ceramic 
type
Sherd type Description ID
1 500 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
2 500 Ceramic NA Stoneware base glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
3 500 Ceramic NA Earthenware body glazed/ black reduction 
on orange body
unknown
4 508 Ceramic NA unknown unknown
5 1001 Glass green container NA base NA case gin
6 1001 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
7 1001 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
8 1001 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
9 1001 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
10 1001 Glass green container NA neck NA bottle
11 1002 Ceramic NA Stoneware rim glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
12 1002 Ceramic NA Earthenware rim glazed/ yellow and or-
ange on orange fabric
unknown
14 1008 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
15 1008 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
16 1008 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
17 1008 Glass blue medicine NA body NA blue medicine 
bottle
18 1008 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
19 1008 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
20 1008 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
21 1008 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
22 1010 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
23 1010 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
24 1010 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
25 1010 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
26 1010 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
27 1010 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
28 1010 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
29 1010 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
30 1010 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
31 1010 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
32 1010 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
33 1010 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
34 1010 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
35 1011 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
36 1011 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
37 1011 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt dark grey westerwald
38 1011 Ceramic NA Earthenware body coarse unknown
39 1011 Ceramic NA Earthenware body coarse unknown
40 1011 Ceramic NA Earthenware rim glazed/ yellow-brown 
on black fabric
unknown
41 1011 Ceramic NA Earthenware body glazed/ yellow-brown 
on black fabric
unknown
42 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald









Glass type Ceramic 
type
Sherd type Description ID
44 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
45 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
46 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
47 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
48 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
49 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
50 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
51 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
51 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
52 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
53 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
54 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
55 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
56 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
57 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
58 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
59 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
60 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
61 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
62 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
63 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
64 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
65 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
66 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
67 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
68 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
69 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
70 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
71 1019 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey 
with blue cobalt
westerwald
72 1019 Ceramic NA Earthenware body coarse pipkin?
73 1019 Ceramic NA Earthenware body coarse pipkin?
74 1019 Ceramic NA Earthenware body coarse pipkin?
75 1019 Ceramic NA Earthenware body coarse pipkin?
76 1019 Ceramic NA Earthenware body coarse pipkin?
77 1019 Ceramic NA Earthenware body coarse/ thick oil jar?
78 1022 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey frechen
79 1022 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
80 1022 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
81 1022 Ceramic NA Earthenware body coarse pipkin?
82 1023 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
83 1025 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
84 1025 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
85 1025 Glass green container NA body NA bottle









Glass type Ceramic 
type
Sherd type Description ID
87 1025 Glass green container NA rim NA wine or beer 
bottle
88 1028 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
89 1028 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light tan 
mottled
frechen
90 1028 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light tan 
mottled
frechen
91 1029 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
92 1029 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
93 1029 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
94 1029 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
95 1032 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
96 1032 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
97 1032 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
98 1032 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
99 1033 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
100 1033 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
101 1033 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
102 1036 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey 
with blue cobalt
westerwald
103 1038 Glass blue/green 
container
NA body NA bottle
104 1038 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
105 1038 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
106 1038 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
107 1039 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
108 1039 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
109 1045 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
110 1045 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
111 1045 Ceramic NA Earthenware body coarse unknown
112 1046 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
113 1046 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
114 1046 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
115 1046 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
116 1046 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
117 1047 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
118 1047 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
119 1047 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
120 1047 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
121 1047 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
122 1047 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
123 1047 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
124 1048 Glass green container NA rim NA case gin
125 1048 Glass green container NA neck NA bottle
126 1048 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
127 1048 Glass green container NA body NA bottle









Glass type Ceramic 
type
Sherd type Description ID
129 1048 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
130 1050 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
131 1050 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
132 1050 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light tan 
mottled
frechen
133 1050 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light tan 
mottled
frechen
134 1058 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light tan 
mottled
frechen
135 1058 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light tan 
mottled
frechen
136 1059 Ceramic NA Earthenware rim glazed/ yellow-brown 
on orange fabric
pipkin?
137 1061 Ceramic NA Earthenware rim glazed/ yellow-brown 
on orange fabric
pipkin?
138 1062 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
139 1062 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
140 1062 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
141 1063 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
142 1065 Glass green container NA base NA case gin
143 1066 Ceramic NA Earthenware rim glazed/ brown on or-
ange fabric
Staffordshire
144 1069 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
145 1069 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
146 1069 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
147 1069 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
148 1069 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
149 1069 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
150 1069 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
151 1069 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
151 1069 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
152 1069 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
153 1069 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
154 1069 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
155 1070 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
156 1070 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
157 1070 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
158 1070 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
159 1070 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
160 1070 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
161 1070 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
162 1070 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
163 1070 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
164 1070 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
165 1070 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
166 1070 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass









Glass type Ceramic 
type
Sherd type Description ID
168 1070 Glass blue/green 
container
NA neck NA blue medicine 
bottle
169 1071 Ceramic NA Earthenware rim glazed/ salt grey with a 
coarse grey fabric
oil jar?
170 1071 Ceramic NA Earthenware body unglazed/ with an or-
ange fabric
unknown
171 1071 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light tan 
mottled
frechen
172 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
173 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
174 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
175 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
176 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
177 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
178 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
179 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
180 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
181 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
182 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
183 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
184 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
185 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
186 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
187 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
188 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
189 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
190 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
191 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
192 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
193 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
194 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
195 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
196 1072 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
197 1074 Ceramic NA Earthenware rim glazed/ yellow and or-
ange on orange fabric
pipkin?
198 1080 Glass green container NA neck NA bottle
199 1080 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
200 1080 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
201 1080 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
202 1080 Glass green container NA base NA bottle
203 1080 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
204 1080 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
205 1080 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
206 1080 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
207 1080 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
208 1080 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass









Glass type Ceramic 
type
Sherd type Description ID
210 1080 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
211 1080 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
212 1083 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light tan 
mottled
frechen
213 1083 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light tan 
mottled
frechen
214 1083 Ceramic NA Earthenware body unglazed/ with an or-
ange fabric
unknown
215 1083 Ceramic NA Earthenware body unglazed/ with an 
orange fabric black 
exterior
unknown
216 1083 Ceramic NA Earthenware body unglazed/ yellow fabric Frankfurt/ 
Hanau delft-
ware
217 1084 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
218 1084 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
219 1084 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
220 1084 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
221 1084 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
222 1084 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
223 1084 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
224 1084 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
225 1084 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
226 1084 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
227 1084 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
228 1084 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
229 1084 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
230 1084 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
231 1084 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
232 1084 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
233 1084 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
234 1085 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt mottled 
brown
frechen
235 1085 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt mottled 
grey
frechen
236 1085 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
237 1087 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
238 1087 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
239 1087 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
240 1087 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
241 1091 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
242 1091 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
243 1091 Ceramic NA Earthenware rim glazed/ salt grey green 
on coarse grey fabric
pipkin?
244 1091 Ceramic NA Earthenware unknown unglazed/ with an or-
ange fabric
unknown
245 1092 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass









Glass type Ceramic 
type
Sherd type Description ID
247 1092 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
248 1092 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
249 1092 Glass blue/green 
container
NA body NA bottle
250 1092 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
251 1092 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
252 1092 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
253 1092 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
254 1096 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
255 1096 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
256 1096 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
257 1096 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
258 1098 Glass green container NA body NA bottle





260 1105 Glass green container NA base NA bottle
261 1105 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
262 1113 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
263 1113 Glass green container NA body and 
neck
NA bottle
264 1116 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
265 1116 Ceramic NA Stoneware body glazed/ salt light grey westerwald
266 1116 Ceramic NA Earthenware leg or 
handle?
glazed/ salt yellow on 
an orange fabric
pipkin?
267 1117 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
268 1117 Glass pane NA NA NA window glass
269 1117 Glass green container NA rim NA bottle
270 1117 Glass green container NA neck NA bottle
271 1117 Glass green container NA neck NA bottle
272 1117 Glass green container NA neck NA bottle
273 1117 Glass green container NA neck NA bottle
274 1117 Glass green container NA body NA bottle
275 1117 Glass green container NA body and 
base
NA bottle
276 1118 Ceramic NA Stoneware body and 
neck

















Plan 1: Site overview plan.
































Plan 2: Underwater drawing of the bow area.















Plan 3: Underwater drawing of the stern area.















Plan 4: Distribution of ﬁnds in the bow area.




























Surface ﬁnds starboard side:




















































































Plan 5: Distribution of ﬁnds in the stern area.




















Surface ﬁnds, port side: 1004 and 512
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